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Abstract
Dataflow languages are languages that support the notion of data flowing from one
operation to another. The flow concept gives dataflow languages the advantage of
representing dataflow programs in graphical forms. This thesis presents a graphical
programming system that supports the editing and simulating ofdataflow programs.
The system is implemented on an AT & TUnix PC.
A high level graphical dataflow language, GDF language, is defined in this thesis. In
GDF language, all the operators are represented in graphical forms. A graphical
dataflow program is formed by drawing the operators and connecting the arcs in the
Graphical Editor which is provided by the system. The system also supports a
simulator for simulating the execution of a dataflow program. It will allow a user to
discover the power of concurrency and parallel processing. Several simulation
control options are offered to facilitate the debugging ofdataflow programs.
Keywords: graphical programming system, graphical dataflow language,
computer graphics, concurrency, parallel processing, dataflow.
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1. Introduction
1.1 Background
Computer technology has been developed and directed to consider how computer
systems can be designed to accommodate users. One approach is human-computer
interaction. It is very popular nowadays, especially in microcomputer application
software design. Another approach is to use pictures to convey the ideas of both
computer systems and users [Bo 1982].
The picture image ~ graphical approach has many advantages over traditional
textual method [Raeder 1985]. First of all, the textual method conveys the
information in a sequential way, left to right and top to bottom. People might not be
able to totally understand the undermeaning until they actually go over every piece
of the text. Pictures provide three or more dimensions along which to lay out
information, and an opportunity to use a host of properties from the physical world,
such as shape, color, or direction. Second, a program is usually a complex, abstract
object.When we reason about a program, we think about all these aspects in a fairly
unstructured, random way; our thoughts run freely over large parts of it. Pictures
are not only able to express a multitude of notions, but also provide us with direct,
effortless access. All well-drawn pictures provide good metaphors, using text alone
forces the reader to come up with his own mental image. Third, in conventional
programming language, the onlyway to refer to objects is by names. Thismeans that
all objects are referenced indirectly. In the graphical approach, names are not needed
because picture icons are self-explanatory. Objects are referred to by pointing to
them or by connecting them, and thus references are direct and visible. The
graphical approach has become a potentially powerful and useful tool in the
computational environment [Glinert, Tanimoto 1984]. Interface design becomes an
important role in the design of a system, and research has been done on this topic
[Coutaz 1985]. People have been using pictures such as flow charts, data flows, data
structures, and topology to aid their programming work. The pictures of data flow
have been usedmostly in connection with data flow languages and systems, and this
is the focus of this thesis.
The advanced techniques in computer graphics make it possible in developing a
graphical programming systems. Bitmaps are used very often. A bitmap is
rectangular array of one-bit pixels, and may exist on the screen of a bitmap display
or anywhere in the memory of a computer. Each pixel in a bitmap has status, ON or
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OFF, which generally represent the two colors, black and white. Bitmaps are
manipulated with raster operations, which are commonly optimized for speed in
hardware or firmware on bitmap display devices [Thacker 1979] [Weinreb, Moon
1981].
For nearly forty years, the principles of computer design have largely remained
static, based on theVonNeumann organization. Its principles include:
1. A single computing element incorporating processor, communication, and
memory.
2. Linear organization of fixed-sizememory cells.
3. One-level address space ofcells.
4. Low-level machine language (instructions perform simple operations on
elementary operands).
5. Sequential, centralized control ofcomputation.
But the twomost important characteristics of theVon Neumannmodel are:
1. it has a global addressable memory to hold program and data objects, with
program instructions frequently updating the contents of the memory during
execution, and
2. it has an instruction counter (or called program counter) which holds the
address of the next instruction to be executed.
Twenty years ago, J. Rodriguer at MIT and D. Adam at Stanford began to work on
research that eventually led to the development of concepts still in use today in
dataflow system [Rodriguez 1969], [Adams 1968],
The difference between the Von Neumann control model and the dataflow model lies
in the control of the computations [Agerwala, Arvind 1982] [Miklosko, Kotov 1984].
First for a dataflow model, only deals with values and not with names of value
containers (addresses), and the language of this model has no built-in notions of
gloabal updatable memory. Operators in this model produce values which are used
by other operators. Second, a dataflowmodel has nothing like a program counter; an
instruction is enabled if and only if all the required input values have been
computed. An instruction in a dataflow model has no side effect, and does not
introduce sequencing constraints other than the ones imposed by data dependencies
in the algorithm. A programming language for a dataflow model computer must
satisfy two criteria [Ackerman 1982]; it must be possible to deduce the data
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dependencies ofprogram operations; and the sequencing constraintsmust always be
exactly the same as the data dependencies. The instruction firing rule can be based
simply on the availability ofdata.
A control flow program is stored in memory as a sequence of instructions. Each
instruction is fetched by the central processing unit according to the current address
in the program counter register. An instruction can not be executed until all
previous instructions have been executed. Thus the process of the computation is
controlled by the sequence of instructions. An instruction (i.e. operation) in a
dataflow program can be executed only when all of its operands are available. The
computation in a dataflow program is controlled by the flow of data in the program.
Using this method of computation, it is possible to execute as many instructions in
parallel as the given computer can simultaneously handle.
The data availability firing rule of a dataflow languag is useful for modeling the
concurrent execution and parallel processing. In general, dataflow languages
support the notion of data flowing from one operation to another. The use of a
directed graph to represent a dataflow program has been shown to be the best
methodology in introducing the language [Davis, Keller 1982]. Each node in the
graph stands for an instruction, an operation, or a function, and each arc between
two nodes represents the medium where data flows. Before running a dataflow
program, the programmer must follow a set of rules or specific techniques [Arvind,
Gostelow 1982] to convert the directed graph into lines of statements. The statement
representation of a program somewhat weakens the nature of proxy of the
concurrency.
1 .2 Scope of this Thesis
The techniques of computer graphics can be used to implement a dataflow language
in a computer system with a graphics display. The work in this thesis is a
combination of the techniques of computer graphics and the natural representation
ofdataflow languages. A Graphical Dataflow Language is defined in the thesis, and
aGraphical Editor is supported for editing and simulating dataflow programs.
In the next chapter a review over the previous work on develop and research of
graphical programming systems, dataflow computers, and dataflow programming
languages is given. The chapter endswith a comparison between the work which has
been done in this thesis and the previous work. In chapter 3, the project description
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is presented. It includes the definition of the Graphical Dataflow Language, and the
introduction of the Graphical Editor. In the chapter 4, several examples are given.
How the system was implemented and what data structure are used in the system
are explained in chapter 5. Chapter 6 contains the descriptions of the system
programs. Chapter 7 gives conclusions of this thesis and a suggestion for future
study. A complete bibliography and a copy of the system user'smanual are attached
at the end of this thesis.
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2. Overview on the PreviousWork
The topic of this thesis is related to the research and development of graphical
programming systems and dataflow languages. In this chapter, a review of the
previous work on graphical programming systems and dataflow languages is given.
The projects and research presented in this section is not an exhaustive list of this
subject, only the outstanding and robust projects arementioned here.
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2.1 Graphical Programming Systems
The study of graphical programming system began in the 1960's. Sutherland's
"Scratchpad"
was the first significant system that allowed users to construct graphs
interactively. [Sutherland 1963] In the past, most interaction between human and
computer has been slowed down by the need to reduce all communication to written
statements that can be typed. For many types of communication, such as describing
the shape of an electrical circuit, typed statements can prove cumbersome. The
Scratchpad system eliminated typed statements in favor of line drawings and made
man-machine conversation much more rapid. It ran on Lincoln Laboratory's TX-2
computer, equipped with a PACE plotter for printing the drawings, light pen for
indicating position, knobs for rotating and magnifying picture parts, and provided
several function buttons such as "draw", "move", "circle center", and
"delete."
Later on, Newman's "Reaction Handler", [Newman 1968] Ellis et al.'s "GRAIL",
[Ellis, Haefuer, Sibly 1969] Christensen et al.'s "Ambit/G and Ambit/L",
[Christenson, Wolfberg, Fisher 1971] and Denert et al.'s
"Plan2D" [Denert, Franck,
Streng 1974] were built successively. The capability of developing better systems
became possible because the capability of designing and manufacturing high speed
processors, low cost memory, and high resolution graphics display devices became
available.
David Smith's "Pygmalion" was developed in 1975, written in Smalltalk for the
Xerox Alto, and designed as a demonstrational system for procedural programming
in which the icon concept is central. Programming in Pygmalion is a process of
designing and editing icons. With the aid of mouse, the Pygmalion programmer
demonstrates the steps of a computation using sample data values; Pygmalion then
replays the exact sequence ofoperations to perform the desired computation on other
values [Smith 1975]. Gael Curry's
"PAD"
was implemented in XPL/G for the Xerox
Sigma/5 computer equipped with an IMLAC PDS-1D vector graphics terminal and a
light pen. It was also a demonstrational system for procedural programming, but it
allowed user demonstrations to be carried out on potentially unbounded ranges of
values, whichwas called abstract data, rather than actual sample data [Curry 1978].
Alan Borning's
"ThingLab"
was implemented in Smalltalk for the Xerox Alto. It
provided programmers a set of tools to help them graphically represent experiments
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in a constraint-oriented simulation laboratory, the elements in displays must
conform to some relation thatmust be continuouslymaintained. Altering one value
could cause any other immediately change in response according to criteria laid
down by the user when the experiment is programmed. [Borning 1981] Willian
Finzer and Laura Gould's "Programming by Rehearsal", announced in 1984, was
implemented in Smalltalk on a Xerox Dorado computer. "Programming by
Rehearsal" is a visual programming system for nonprogrammers to use to create
educational software. The emphasis on the environment was on programming
visually only things that can be seen can be manipulated. It provided 18 primitive
performers on stage, each of which responding to about 70 cues. The process of
designing and programming in this environment consists of moving 'performers'
around on 'stages', and interactingwith them by sending cues [Finzer, Gould 1984],
The PegaSys system developed by Mark Moriconi and Dwight F. Hare at SRI
Computer Science Laboratory. The PegaSys system does not represent programs
themselves in pictures, but it does use pictures for program design and
documentation. Pictures are mapped into calculus formulae, and the system checks
the composition of these picture elements for consistency. The system also supports a
refinement methodology for the visual specifications. Pictures in PegaSys system
capture a variety of concepts which are important design concepts represented in
flow charts, structure charts, dataflow diagrams, and module interconnection
languages. PegaSys system has been implemented on Xerox personal computer and
takes advantages ofa high-resolution bitmap display. [Moriconi,Hare 1986]
A graphical systemwhich relates to programming languages and parallel processing
was created by J.C. Boarder at Oxford Polytechnic, Oxford, England in 1981. His
language called LZ was developed and implemented for the ITT 2020 microcomputer
and its graphics facilities. Parallel programs can be built diagrammatically and
hierarchically, using the keyboard as function selector, and transformed into an
interpretable code for execution in simulated parallelmode [Boarder 1981].
The invention of ICONLISP, done by G. Cattaneo, A. Guercio, S. Levialdi, and G.
Tortora in 1986, presented a visual extension of an existing functional programming
language LISP. Two advantages were gained: an interactive teaching of LISP
properties and behavior, and the possibility ofwriting correct programs using icons
bymeans ofvisual feedback. The system was implemented on a Macintosh personal
computer. The icons of IconLisp are made of three components, physical component,
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logical component, and name. The physical component contains a graphical
representation which is a natural metaphor of the semantic value of the icon. The
logical component contains the LISP list. The name icon is an identifier which may
be used for mnemonic and matching purpose [Cattaneo, Guercio, Levialdi, Tortora
1986].
2.2 Dataflow Computers
The so called Dennis Machine at MIT is one of the most well known dataflow
machines. The project goals of the development [Misunas 1971] stated by Dennis
were: [Misunas 1979] (1) develop a user level programming language, (2) build an
engineering model, (3) address translation, oprimization, and code generation, and
(4) develop specifications for a full-scale machine. The following figure shows the
machine architecture [Misunas 1978] ,[Dennis, Boughton, Leung 1980], The
Processing Section
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^^^^^,
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machine follows a Static Execution Rule. An instruction is enabled if and only if a
data token is present on all its input arcs and no token is present on its output arc.
The development of the Arvind Machine at MIT was begun at the University of
California-Irvine and is continuing at MIT, directed by Arvind and Gostelow. The
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project goals [Misunas 1979] as stated by Gostelow were: (1) design a general-
purpose computer composed ofmany small processors, (2) remove bottlenecks from
the archithcture, (3) develop prototype based on ID (Irvine Dataflow) programming
language, and (4) investigate fault tolerance. The following figure describes the
architecture [Arvind, Kathail 1981] [Arvind, Gostelow 1977]. The Arvind machine
Architecture
NxN
Network
PE J
*- PE 1
PF
PE (Processing Element)
j
^ Input
+
Waiting
Matching
?
Instruction
Fetch
*
Service
(ALU)
?
Output
Pgm & Data
Memory
l-Structure
Memory
does not follow a static execution rule as does the Dennis Machine. It instead allows
several tokens to be present on the input and output arcs that lead into and out of an
instruction. In this way several instantiations of the same instruction (provided
there are no data constraints) can execute concurrently. This kind of architecture is
said to be dynamic.
The DDM1 Machine (Data Driven Machine) project at Utah University under the
direction of Davis has the following goals: (1) develop a recursive machine
architecture, and (2) develop a high-level data-driven graphical language [Misunas
1979]. The DDM1 architecture is shown below [Davis 1979] [Davis 1978]. DDM1
became operational in 1976 (first in the USA), the DDM1 communication with a
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DEC 20/40 computer which is used for compilation, input, output, and performance
measurement. The language is currently a statement description ofa directed graph.
An interactive graphical programming language is under development.
Some other machines are Manchester Machine at Manchester, England. Its major
motivation is the exploitation of parallelism to develop a high speed machine.
Secondly is the realization of cost effective and reliable design [Gurd, Kirkham,
Waton 1985]. Development ofToulouse LAU Machine is taking place in Toulouse,
France. The goals is to design a single assignment high level language. The
language must be easy to use by non-specialists, naturally exploit parallelism in
algorithms, be readable and be debuggable [Comte, Hifdi, Syre 1980].
The EDDY Machine in Japan (Experimental system for Data-Driven Processor
arraY) has also recently just become operational [Hwang, Briggs 1984].
2.3 Dataflow Programming Languages
To exploit the parallelism of multiprocessor architectures, vector machines and
array processor computer systems, some conventional computer languages were
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adapted or extended to facilitate the use of these systems [Hansen 1975]. The
Concurrent Pascal Programming Language is one of this kind. It extends the
sequential programming language Pascal with concurrent programming tools called
processes and monitors. A process consists of a private data structure and a
sequential program that can operate on the data. One process cannot operate on the
private data of another process, but concurrent processes can share certain data
structures. A monitor defines a shared data structure and all the operations
processes can perform on it. It also defines an initial operation that will be executed
when its data structure is created. Processes cannot operate directly on the shared
data. They can only call monitor procedures that have access to shared data. There
are also languages which have been developed to use these parallel computation
system directly [Lawrie, Layman, Baer, Randal 1975]. The Illiac IV computer
consists of a control unit (CU) and 64 arithmetic processors (PEs). The CU decodes
instructions and causes all the PEs simultaneously to execute arithmetic, logic, and
memory fetch instructions. Primary memory consists of 128K 64-bit words divided
into 64 2K word modules. Each PE is connected to one 2K module and can directly
access only its ownmodule. Since each PE has its own index registers, it can index its
ownmodule independently of the others. GLYPNIR is designed for programming the
Illiac IV computer and exploits its parallel computation capability. A GLYPNIR
compiler has to detect the parallel operations of the program, and the parallel
execution of parallel operations. Many of these languages are unnatural in the
manner in which programmers normally think about problem solving. For example,
when we write a concurrent program, wemust somehow represent these access rules
by linear text. This limitation ofwritten language tends to obscure the simplicity of
the original structure.
Dataflow languages, were then designed for this purpose and they are now used
widely in some application categories [Thacker 1979] [Weinreb, Moon 1981]
[Yomaguchi, Inamoto 1986] [Matwin, Pietrzykowski 1984]. The format of dataflow
languages has not been universily agreed upon. Most of the programs are usually
described by graphs that have the following properties:
1. Free form side effect. This property ensures that data dependencies are the
same as the sequencing constraints.
2. Locality of effect. Instructions don't have unnecessary far-reaching data
dependencies.
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3. Equivalence of instruction scheduling constraintswith data dependencies.All
the information needed to execute a program is contained in its dataflow
graphs.
4. A "single-assignment" convention," A variable may appear on the left side of
an assignment only once within the area of the programwhere it is active.
5. A somewhat unusual notation for iteration, necessitated by (1) and (4).
In this section, several dataflow languages are examined.
VAL (Value-Oriented Algorithmic Language) was developed at MIT by the
Computation Structure Group, with Ackerman and Dennis the principle architects
[Ackerman, Dennis 1979]. It is one of the most fully developed dataflow languages.
VAL is an applicative, single assignment, side-effect free language. Consequently,
all data types boolean, integer, character, real, arrays, and records are treated as
mathematical values. There is a union type available where tags allow you to
identify and choose from a specified set of types. All variablesmust be declared and
strong type checking is done at compile time.
A program in VAL is a collection ofseparately translatedmoduleswith the following
characteristics: (1) Eachmodule contains the definition ofone external function and
may contain definitions of internal functions. (2) The internal function definitions
are nested similar to the Pascal program format for function definition. (3) No
recursion or mutual recursion is allowed. (4) Internal function can only be called
from the function enclosing it. (5) external functions can be called from all modules
of the program except the one defining it.
VAL includes conditional expressions, (if-then-else), iteration expressions (for-iter),
and parallel iteration (for-all). Recursion is not permitted so that each function
invocation would be strictly independent with no state information from one
invocation to the next. VAL was designed specifically for numerical computation
with the data-driven machine architecture as the primary target for translation of
programs. However, the design was developed with the view of allowing the
language to evolve into a general purpose language when a general purpose dataflow
computer is available [Ackerman,Dennis 1979].
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ID (Irvine Dataflow language) was designed and developed by the data flow project
at the University ofCalifornia at Irvine in the late 1970's and is the most robust of
the dataflow languages at this time [Arvind, Gostelow, Plouffe 1978]. ID is a block-
structured, expression oriented, single-assignment language. A program in ID is
composed ofa list ofexpressions. The language supports values, blocks, conditionals,
loops, and procedure applications. In addition, it supports some new concepts such as
stream, functionals, and nondeterministic programming.
In all dataflow languages, there is no concept of a memory location that is
manipulated; all data types integer, real, boolean, string, structure, procedure
definition, manager definition, manager object, programmer-defined data type and
error are treated as mathematical values. In ID there are no explicit declarations
and no type checking. Since the internal representation of the values is self-
identifying. Type is associated with the value and not with the variable. Primitives
are available to test the type ofa value and convert it to a different type ifnecessary.
2.4 Compare the Thesis projectwith the PreviousWork
The work I have done in the thesis included defining aGraphicalDataflow Language
(GDL), supporting a graphical programming environment for the graphical dataflow
language users to draw their dataflow programs. The environment also supplies a
dataflow simulation capability for users to execute their dataflow programs in a
simulated mode.
The graphical editing environment is dedicated to the editing of dataflow programs.
It provides sufficient editing commands and elegant editing procedures. A user can
use the mouse and the keyboard to construct dataflow program graphs. It also
provides on-line help functions to help users to become familiar with the language
and the system,.
The operators available in the GDL only cover the basic operations. GDL does not
have loop operators, array structures, or stream manipulation capability. The data
types are restricted in integer, real, character, and boolean. But GDL allows the user
to have recursive functions in the programs. The essential significance between GDL
and former developed dataflow languages is that all the operators in GDL are
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introduced in graphical forms. A dataflow program keeps its graphical
representation one and for all.
The simulated execution ofdataflow programs in GDL employs the Static Execution
Rule. In addition, the simulator offers several control options to enable users to
monitor the progresses of the execution.
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3. Project Description
Several iconic programming systems and visual programming systems have been
designed, which provide graphical programming environments to assist the users in
programming. The GDF system developd in this thesis provides an environment for
graphical programming and is dedicated to dataflow language. A graphical dataflow
language is defined, and a graphical editor is designed to support the editing of the
dataflow programs and the simulating of the dataflow program execution. It
provides user-friendly interface between the system and the user. In this chapter,
system function diagrams and the graphical dataflow language are introduced. Also,
the graphical editor and the simulation ofdataflow programs are described.
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3.1 System Function Diagrams
GDF Programming System
Graphical Editor
opicon
info file
dataflow
program file
Main Function Diagram
As presented in the above diagram, the system offers users threemain options:
1) edit operator icons, 2) edit character fonts, 3) edit and execute a dataflow program.
The first two options were built to facilitate the system designer in developing the
system. A user is not encouraged to modify the icons or fonts until he/she has
already completely understood the system architecture and data structure. All the
symbols and characters used in the system (except the text displayed on themessage
board, the lower part of the screen which is used to show system messages) are
bitmapped icons. The icon bitmaps were created and stored in two external files
called opicon info file and font info file. When the GDF system is invoked, these
bitmap information files are read and loaded into proper memory structure
respectively. Every time the user goes through main option 1 and main option 2 to
modify any of the icons, the related external bitmap info file will be updated and
stored with new bitmap information.
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The graphical editor is the third option. It provides commands to allow users to
retrieve graph program from a file, save it to a file, interactively edit the graph on
the screen, and execute the graph on the screen. The graph editor animates the
graph execution simulation on the screen. Several simulation controls are also
provided, they are described in more detail in section 3.3. The selected region
surrounded by dash lines in the main function diagram is the simulation part of the
dataflow program execution. Its functional diagram is shown below.
enabled node list
display
control
graph store
Funcional Diagram for Dataflow Simulation
Two data structures are shown in the diagram, the graph store and the enabled node
list. The graph store keeps each graph's information in a linked list. This data
structure is shared with the graphical editor. So the user can use the editor to
modify the nodes or arcs in any of the graphs, then executes his program. If any
error occurs, he can edit the graph and execute it again very easily. The enabled
node list is also a linked list. Each element of the linked list contains a pointer which
points to a node that is ready to be executed.
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The three main processes are enqueue node, fetch enabled node, and execute. The
enqueue node process examines each node for information on the current executed
function graph in the graph store, finds out those nodeswhose input tokens are ready
at their input ports, and then sets up a pointer in the enabled node list tomark that
the node is ready for execution. The fetch enabled node process fetches a node from
the enabled node list, and passes the information on that node to the execute process.
The execute process executes the node passed from the fetch enabled node process. An
output token may be generated, and located at an input port of some node in the
graph store. Theoretically, the enqueue node and the fetch enabled node processes
are always serving the system, and many executed processes can exist at the same
time. The concurrency of the system can be seen at this point. When the fetch
enabled node process stops working, it means no more nodes are ready to be
executed. The program should either terminate perfectly, or be aborted because
some errors or deadlock occurred. Details of the simulation will be discussed in
section 3.4.
The display control monitors the execution of a dataflow program, and provides the
user with a vivid and explicit display of the execution. It dynamically highlights all
the nodes which have been queued in the executed node list, and flashes the node
which is being fetched and executed. The value ofthe tokens which flows on arcs are
also displayed. The user can use the single-step function to easily find out the
intermediate result from every node during program execution.
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3.2 Graphical Dataflow Programming Language
Some important properties a dataflow program should have are 1) side-effect free
operation, 2) locality of effect, 3) equivalence of instruction scheduling constraints
with data dependencies, and 4) single assignment convention. The graphical
dataflow language defined in this thesis has these properties. There are also some
reasons for describing dataflow languages in graphical representations:
1) Data availability firing rule. When a node's input data are available, it is said
to be fireable. The program can be represented as a directed graphwhere each
node represents a function or an operation and each arc carries data items.
The direction of the arc represents the direction of the data flow.
2) Dataflow programs are easily composable into large programs. As we know,
each operation of a data flow program is driven by its inputdata, the operation
is side-effect free. When we want to combine two pieces of the programs, the
only thing we are concerned iswith the output ofone program and the input of
the other program. Thismakes the composition very clear and simple.
3) Data flow programs prescribe essential data dependencies. A dependency is
defined as the dependence of the data at an output arc of a node on the data at
the input arc(s) of the node. So, the programs are executed concurrently.
More than one node can be executed at the same time.
4) Graphs can be used to attribute a formal meaning to a program. The
operational definition defines a permissible sequence of operations that take
place when the program is executed. The functional definition describes that
a single function represented by the program and is independent of any
particular executionmodel.
These reasons are part of themotivation for establishing this system. The graphical
dataflow language in this system provides 29 operators which are listed below.
Their names, symbols, and functions are described in next few subsections.
ADD SQRT NOT = = DISTRIBUTE CALL
SUB ABS > / = START CONST
MUL NEG < INPUT STOP ABSORBENT
DIV AND > = OUTPUT BEGIN GATE
MOD OR < = SWITCH END
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3.2.1 Arithmetic Operators
The arithmetic operators are addition, subtraction,multiplication, division, modulo,
square root, absolute value, and unary negate.
INI IN2 INI IN2 INI IN2 INI IN2
&
OUT OUT OUT OUT
OUT= INl+IN2 OUT=INl-IN2 OUT= INl*IN2 OUT= INl/IN2
INI IN2 IN
( MOD J
I
OUT
OUT= INlmodIN2
(^SQRT^
OUT
OUT= sqrt(IN)
OUT
OUT= abs(IN)
OUT
OUT= -(IN)
Arithmetic Operators
Proper type checking will be done on the input
tokens' type. The system will display
an errormessage when divide-by-zero occurs and terminate the execution. But some
cases will not be detected, for example, if token value exceeds maximum value or
goes below minimum value. The magnitude of these values is restricted by the
computer architecture.
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3.2.2 Logical Operators
The logical operators are logicalAND, logical OR, and logical NOT.
INI IN2 INI IN2
(and)
OUT
OUT= INlandIN2
OUT
OUT= INlorIN2
IN
( NOT J
OUT
OUT= not(IN)
Logical Operators
Only boolean values are allowed for the logical operations. Improper types of inputs
will cause program terminated and an errormessage to be displayed.
3.2.3 Conditional Operators
The conditional operators are greater than, less than, greater than or equal to, less
than or equal to, equal, and not equal.
INI IN2
1 >V 1
INI IN2
I /v 1
INI IN2
1 VN. 1
u^ 1<XI L<CyT
OUT
T
OUT
T
OUT
ifINI > IN2 ifINI < IN2 ifINI > = IN2
OUT = TRUE OUT = TRUE OUT = TRUE
otherwise otherwise otherwise
OUT = FALSE OUT = FALSE OUT = FALSE
To Be Continued
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INI IN2
1 >"V 1
INI IN2
1 >N. l
INI IN2
1 >V 11^1 1<<XI l<C>J
T
OUT
Y
OUT
Y
OUT
if INI < = IN2 ifINI = = IN2 ifINl!=IN2
OUT = TRUE OUT = TRUE OUT = TRUE
otherwise otherwise otherwise
OUT = FALSE OUT = FALSE OUT = FALSE
Conditional Operators
The output ofa conditional operator is a boolean value, eitherTRUE orFALSE.
3.2.4 Input and Output Operators
A dataflow program interactswith the user by the INPUT and OUTPUT operators.
c
IN IN
INPUT
IN enables the INPUT node,
its token value is trivial OUTPUT
OUT
OUT = the input data received from the keyboard
Input/OutoutOperators
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Executing INPUT and OUTPUT nodes will cause the program to stop temporarily.
When an INPUT node is executed, a small dialog box is created and prompt with
user to key in the proper type value. The program will continue after you enter the
data (then hit the <Enter> key or click [OK] box). When an OUTPUT node is
executed, a small window is created and displays the output token prompt and
value. The program will continue after you click themouse or hit any key.
3.2.5 Switch and Distribute Operators
INI IN2
1 l
IN
1
T F
SWITCH
CONTROL DISTRIBUTE
T F
CONTROL
1
OUT
1 1
OUT1 OUT2
ifCONTROL = = TRUE ifCONTROL = = TRUE
OUT = INI OUT1 = IN
otherwise otherwise
OUT = IN2 OUT2 = IN
Switch/Distribute Operators
The SWITCH operator is a selector. One of its two input tokens is selected by the
control input, and put on the output port. The DISTRIBUTE does a branching
operation. The input token will flow into one of its output port which is selected by
the control input.
3.2.6 Start, Stop, Begin, and End Operators
BEGIN
TTTT
OUT 12 3 4
IN
END
Start/Stop/Begin/End Operators
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The START and STOP operators are used at the beginning and the end of a main
program graph respectively. Themain program can only have one START node and
one STOP node. The START operator generates a dummy token with NULL value,
and most of the time, this token is used to enable the nodes which connected to
START. The STOP operator terminates the program. BEGIN and END are used at
the beginning and the end of a subroutine graph. Each port of the BEGIN node
carries a token, which is from a CALL node in a calling function. The END operator
returns a token to the calling function. A subroutine can only have one BEGIN
operator, and as many as END operators as the user needs. After any one of the
END operators is executed, the execution of subroutine is terminated and a token is
returned to the calling function.
3.2.7 Call Operator
OUT 12 3 4
Hi i
CALL
OUT
Function name
The CALL node is usedwhen a function
calls some other function. The
function name is displayed at the
bottom outside of the calling
symbol. One function can have up
to 4 input parameters, and it
always returns one value.
Call Operator
3.2.8 Constant Operator
OUT
A CONST node always has a token
ready on its output arc, waiting for
firing. Whenever the node which
is conncected to the output port ofa
constant node consumed its (the
node's) input token, the constant node
will fire.
ConstantOperator
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3.2.9 Absorbent and Gate Operator
An ABSORBENT node absorbs its input token which is no longer useful in the
graph. A GATE node can have asmany input and output arcs connected to it as you
want. Whenever a token is ready on one of its input ports, the GATE is enabled to
fire, and delivers the input token to all of the output ports.
Absorbent and Gate Operators
3.2.1 0 Types of Tokens
The GDF language has the capability to process four types of tokens. They are
integer, character, boolean, and real number. The type of a token should be given
when a CONST or INPUT node is selected and located on the graph scratchpad. For
each of the operators except CONST and INPUT nodes, the output token type is
determined by its input token. For example, if the input to an ADD operator is an
integer, the output token type will be assigned as integer automatically. If its inputs
are real, then the output will be a real type token. Some operators can work for
mixed types. For example, the ADD, SUB, MUL, and DIV operators can do the
calculation for mixed integer and real numbers. Some operators can only work for
certain type of input tokens. For example, MOD operator only takes integer inputs.
Some operators only generate certain types of output. For example, MOD operator
generates integer type of token, and conditional operators generate boolean tokens.
Some operators can take any type of input tokens, like GATE, ABSORBENT, STOP,
and END.
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The GDF language does some type checking. Type violation will cause a program to
be terminated, and the proper error message to be displayed. The message can help
the user to reassign the type (change the property) of the INPUT or CONST node, or
those nodes that start with improper type of tokens. The user himself should be
aware ofwhat is the right type of token flowing on the arcs.
3.2.1 1 Syntax of the GDF language
The only syntax rule that a user should obey is that all the necessary arcs should be
constructed in a function or main program graph. Every input or output port of a
node can only have one connection except the GATE node. The GATE node can have
multiple input and output. The GDF system will check all the connections before a
program is executed. The checking is only done the first time the program is
executed or the first time after if ismodified.
3.3 Graphical Editor
The graphical editor is a well-designed user-friendly oriented editor for editing and
executing dataflow program graphs. A user can create, save, retrieve, ormodify any
number of function graphs. A program or function graph is composed of numbers of
operators provided by the GDF language. The graphical editor supports commands
formanaging the graphs. The command set includes the commands for editing, file
management, program execution, and on-line help. The user can see and choose a
command by clicking the command-request-box which is located at the upper-left
corner of the screen, andmoving the mouse up and down on the pull-down command
menu. Releasing the mouse button on the highlighted command will cause the
command to be selected. In this section, these commands will be introduced.
3.3.1 Screen Layout
The screen is divided into three areas in the graphical editor. The figure is shown on
the next page.
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command-
request-box
ggg&^L^^ j
(A) Scratchpad
(C) System Message Board
^**
Operator
Menu Panel
Screen Layout
Area (A) is called scratchpad. The user can construct his/her dataflow program by
copying operators from the operator menu panel, locating them on the scratchpad,
and connecting the arcs if necessary. Each operator on the scratchpad is a node
which can be a simple operation or a call to another function which is an independent
dataflow graph. The scratchpad area is also used for displaying the animation of the
execution of a dataflow program. On the upper-left corner of the scratchpad is a
small box called command-request-box. A pull-down menu will show up if the user
clicks the mouse on the command-request-box. To keep pressing the mouse button
and moving the mouse up and down inside the menu, the user can see that the
command which pointed by the mouse is highlighted, and he/she can select the
command by releasing themouse buttonwhen the command is highlighted.
Area (B) is called operator menu panel. The graphical representations of the
operators which provided by the system are displayed in this region for the user to
choose and copy to the scratchpad to construct a program graph. There are twenty-
nine operators available in the system, but only seven of them are shown on the
menu panel at a time. These seven operator icons form a template. The user can
click the bottom-most icon which stands for
"more"
operation to see more operators
in another template.
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Area (C) is called system message board. Various of system messages and hints
which relate to the system operations, current editing status, or current execution
animation status are displayed in this region. The name of the current selected
command and the name of current edited graph are always displayed when a graph
is under construction.
3.3.2 Graph Editing Commands
Seven system commands are provided to facilitate the editing of a dataflow program
graph. They are copy locate, select, move, delete, connect, property, and redraw. The
function ofeach command is described below:
Copy- locate
This command enables a user to copy one of the operator icons which are
currently shown in the operatormenu panel, and locate the copied operator in
the scratchpad area.
Select
This command allows a user to select one of the nodes or arcs currently
displayed in the scratchpad area. The selected itemwill be highlighted. A user
must use this command before he uses delete, property, or move command.
Move
This command enables a user to move one of the operators in the current
edited graph around in the scratchpad area to find a pertinent location.
Delete
This command enables a user to delete any of the nodes or arcs currently
displayed in the scratchpad area.
Connect
The connect command enables the user to construct the arcs of a dataflow
graph. After the connect command is selected, the user can connect as many
arcs as he/she wants; each arc is formed by connecting an output port of a node
to an input port ofa node.
Property
This command is useful in checking or changing the property for INPUT node,
OUTPUT node, CONST node, and CALL node. The property of an INPUT
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node is the type of the token that the INPUT node will generates and the
prompt string that will be used when the INPUT node is executed. The
property of an OUTPUT node is the prompt string that will be used when the
OUTPUT node is executed. The property of a CONST node is the type and the
value of the token that will be generated when the CONST node is executed.
The property of the CALL node is the name of the function graph which is to
be calledwhen the CALL node is executed.
Redraw
This command is used to redraw the screen. The reason for providing this
command is because that improper mouse operations might cause some
garbage or unexpected objects left on the screen.
3.3.3 Graph File Management Commands
The GDF programming system also provides five system commands for user to
manage their dataflow program graphs. These commands include new, functions,
switch pages, save, and retrieve. A dataflow program can be composed of one or
more than one graph. The first edited graph of the program is called main graph
(just like the main function in a C program).
New
This command can be used when the user wants to start to draw a new
dataflow program. The user will be prompted to enter a name for the new
program. This name is also used as the name of the main function graph
name.
Functions
This command is used when a program is currently edited. It allows the user
to add new function into the current edited program, so the user can draw as
many new function graph as he/shewants. The functions command also allows
the user to delete an existing function graph from the program, or rename an
existing function graph of the program.
Switch-pages
If the current edited program contains more than one function graph, this
command allows the user to switch the current edited graph among all the
graphs.
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Save
This command enables the user to save a program which may consist of any
number of function graphs. The user can save the program after editing it, or
before leaving the GDF programming system, or any time he/she wants to
save. The user also has the options to choose either quitting the current
session or resuming after the save operation is completed.
Retrieve
The retrieve command allows the user to retrieve a GDF language program
from the current directory. The main graph of the program is then displayed
on the screen. If the user wants to retrieve an non-existing program, proper
errormessage will be given.
In the GDF programming system, only one program can be edited at a time. The new
and retrieve commands can only be used when the first time the user enters the GDF
programming system, or after the user quits the current editing session.
3.3.4 Execute, On-line Help, and Quit Commands
Execute
This command can be issued when the user wants to execute the current
edited program. If the program is a new edited one, or an old one but has not
been executed since last modification, the dataflow simulator will check the
arc connections of every graph before the program is executed. Several
execution simulation options are provided, andwill be discussed in section 3.4.
On-Line Help
The on-line help command is provided to invoke the on-line help function. A
brief explanation for the previous chosen event will be displayed in a newly
created temporary window. The previous chosen event might be an operator
or a command that the user just selected before he/she selects the on-line help
command. No on-line help supplies to itselfand the quit command.
Quit
Issuing the quit command will stop the current editing session. If there is a
program in editing, the system will prompt a confirmation message to the
user. The user may cancel the quit command, save the program then try
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quitting again, or can just quitwithout concerning the modification or saving
program.
3.3.5 TwoWays for Choosing Command
A user can select a command either by clicking the command-request-box or by
pressing <B2>, the mouse command button. The former method is to select the
command through a pull-down menu. The later one is especially useful when the
user is trying to make changes or modifications on an existing program graph. The
details about how to use bothmethods are described in the USER'S MANUAL.
3.4 Dataflow Simulation
The objective of the GDF Programming System is to support a dynamic simulation
environment for dataflow programs. The graphs of a dataflow program are taken
and executed directly by the system. The "directly"means that GDF system does not
convert the graph information into an assembly-like or other programming
language codes. One of the differences between the GDF simulation and other
simulations which have been developed is that the GDF simulation comes alongwith
a dynamic graphical display and GDF simulation has control options over the
simulation. These control options are offered for the user tomonitor the execution of
dataflow programs. The concurrency can be seen very easily through the graphical
display. Another difference is that a program in GDF programming system is
expressed in graphs, not in conventional text statement.
3.4.1 The Simulation
At the beginning of the running a GDF program, the main function graph of the
program is refreshed onto the screen and executed. Asmentioned in section 4.1, two
structures are maintained in the system, the graph store and the enabled nodes list
The graph store is a block ofmemory contains
graphs'information. Each graph owns
two linked list data structures, one for the nodes and one for the arcs. In the nodes
linked list, each node element has a number of fields which are pointers and
prepared for receiving and delivering tokens. When a function graph is called to be
executed, the system refreshes the screen with that graph and allocatesmemory for
duplicating the graph's information. All the duplicated graphs are stacked as run-
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time activation records. The system maintains a stack pointer to keep track of the
newly-called function graph. Whenever a function graph returns a token to its
calling function graph, or the function graph terminates execution (if it is a main
graph), thememory occupied by the function is released.
Three kind ofnodes can fire (e.g. be executed) at the beginning of the execution of a
function graph. They are START node, BEGIN node, and CONST node. The START
node and BEGIN node only fire once, and the CONST node can keep firingwhenever
the firing is applicable. The status of each node in the node linked list is checked,
that is capable of firing the node when all the necessary data tokens have arrived,
and generating the output token to update the status of the destination node. After a
node fires, its input tokens are released at its input ports. The output token
generatedby the operator only depends on the input token value and the operation of
the node. Such a token generation method complies with the locality of effect, side-
effect free, and single assignment rule of the general dataflow conventions.
The values of the input token and output token are displayed on the side of input and
output ports when they are generated, and are erased when the tokens are
consumed. The enabled node list is a run-time generated data structure. It records
all the fireable nodes, and ismodified every time the status of a node is changed. The
whole program execution progresses by repeating all the steps described on the
above.
3.4.2 Concurrency
It is a very elegant presentation to show the concurrency of the execution of a
dataflow program in GDF programming system. During the execution, all the
operators which have their input tokens ready at the input ports are highlighted.
These nodes are called ready for executing or fireable nodes, and are maintained in
enabled nodes list.
In a dataflow computer, theoretically, these fireable nodes can fire or can be executed
at the same time. In our simulation, only one of these highlighted nodes fires at one
instance. It is because that this is a simulation on the computer with sequential
architecture. The order of the firing nodes is trivial, since all these fireable nodes
have equal opportunities of firing. In some on-the-shelf simulation, the order is
determined by a random number generator. In the GDF simulation, the order is
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determined by the order when the node was created. The node which is firing is not
only highlighted, but also flashing tomake difference from the other fireable nodes.
3.4.3 Control Options
The GDF programming system provides seven simulation control options for the
user to control the process of a program execution. These options greatly help the
user of the graphical dataflow language in writing and testing his/her dataflow
programs. The options are pause, continue, single step, fast execution, give up,
simulation speed up, and simulation speed down. They are presented in a way of
seven control buttons displayed on the left hand side of the screen. The user can use
the mouse to point and click the option button that he/she wants at any time when
the simulation progresses. The figure and description are shown below.
Speed up
Pause
Single Step
Continue
Fast Execution
Give Up
SpeedDown
Simulation Control Options
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UP arrow: SpeedUp
The system uses a simple "for" loop to delay the flashing of the firing node.
Using the mouse to click this control button, the user can speed up the
simulation speed, thatmeans, the delaywill be shorter.
P: Pause
This control option allows the user to pause the simulation temporarily. The
user can have enough time to check the current execution status.
S: Single Step
The single step option is the most important option of the simulation controls,
because that it allows the user to monitor the execution step by step to trace
the program. The execution of the program will stop temporarily before a
node fires and after a node fires when the user click this control buttons every
single time.
C: Continue
After usingpause or single step options, the user can resume the simulation to
the regular speed by clicking the continue control button. The simulation
speed remains the same as itwas beforepause or single stepwas applied.
F: Fast Execution
When the user feels that it is not necessary to look at the simulation
progresses, he/she can click the fast execution control button. The system will
not flash any firing nodes, and will not stop except any input or output node is
reached. The user can get the result from his/her programwithout any system
delay.
G: Give Up
This option allows the user to quit or abort the execution of a program
simulation whenever it is necessary. For example, the user finds out the
dataflow is generating abnormal data value or the token flow not the correct
way as he/she wants, he/she can give up the current execution to modify the
graph, then tries to execute the program again.
DOWN arrow: Speed Down
This option prolongs the delay time when a node is flashing. This function is
opposite to the first option, speed up option.
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4. Application Examples
The GDF Programming System provides a user-friendly environment for users to
develop their application programs. Since the GDF language defined in this thesis is
a kind ofcomputer language, the usermust go through the procedures from learning
the language, practicing the use of the language, then he/shemight become a skilled
programmer. In this chapter, four exampleswill be presented. Each of the examples
includes a brief explanation of the problem, the method of solution, the actual
program graph, and the reason for using the example. All of these examples have
been successfully tested and exectuted in the GDF Programming System. A
walkthrough of the execution of a simple program can be found in the User's
Manual.
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4.1 Example 1 : Solving a Quadratic Equation
In this section, the GDF language will be used to draw a program to solve a quadratic
equation.
For a quadratic equation
ax2 +bx+ c = 0,
if the coefficients a, b, c are given, the roots xi and X2 can be found by using the
formulae
xi = (-b + V(b2-4ac))/2a,and
x2 = (-b V(b2 - 4ac)) / 2a.
The program is composed of three graphs, main, functionl and function2. The main
graph is the main program of this example, and the functionl and function2 graphs
are two subroutines. The main graph receives three input integers from the user,
and calls functionl and function2 to domost of the calculations. The functionl graph
has three imported parameters a, b, and c. It returns the result of b2- 4ac to main
graph. The function2 graph also has three imported parameters a, b, and the output
offunctionl . It does the rest of the calculation to find the roots xi and x2, and to print
out their values. After receiving the return value from function2, main terminates.
The program graphs are shown on the next two pages.
This example covers most of the arithmetic operators, negation operator, constant
operator, input, and output operators. It also shows how to program in several
functions in a program, which is a very common and useful scheme for structured
design in the prevailing computer languages.
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cai
C stop j
Main function graph ofExample 1
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4.2 Example 2: Calculation of Factorials
The factorial ofa positive integer N is defined as
N! = N*(N-l)*(N-2)* *1
It can be programmed in computer language by using iteration to do the calculation.
This example is composed of two graphs, main and factorial. Main is the main
program of the example. It requests the user to input an integer, calls the function
factorial to compute the factorial, outputs the value returned from the factorial, and
terminates the program. Factorial is a subroutine to calculate the factorial. It
returns 1 if the imported parameter is one or zero, and returns the factorial for some
other positive integer number. The program graph is shown in next page.
The purpose of this example is to show away ofdoing iteration in the GDF language.
The graph covers conditional testing, arithmetic, switch, and distribute operators.
cai
factorial
Main function graph ofExample 2
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4.3 Example 3: Finding the Fibonacci Number using the Power
algorithm
The Fibonacci Seriesmay be defined by the second-order linear recurrence relation:
F0 = 0; Pi = 0; Fn = Fn_i + Fn.2 n > 1.
In order to solve this recurrence relation, first notice that
Fn = can will be a solution ifcan-2 (a2 _ a _ i) = o.
The solutions of interest are the roots of the indicial equation a2 - a - 1 = 0,
that is a= 1/2(1 V5).
The general solution of the recurrence relation is therefore
Fn = Ci * (1/2 (1 + V5))n+ c2 * d/2 (1 V5))n,
Finally, the coefficients can be determined by using the initial conditions Fo, Fi.
cl = 1/V5, c2 = -1/V5.
This example is composed of three graphs, main, fibonacci and power. Main graph is
the main program of the example. It requests the user to input a number, calls
fibonacci, outputs the result, and terminates the program. Fibonacci graph returns
zero if the inported parameter is zero, returns one if one, and for the other inputs, it
calculates (1/2 (1 + V5)), (1/2 (1 - V5)), and calls power to calculate the power of n.
At the end of graph, it returns the value we want. Power graph is used to compute
the nth power of a number which is greater than one.
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4.4 Example 4: Finding the Fibonacci Number using Recursion
Example 4 employs recursive programming techniques to calculate the Fibonacci
Series.
Fn = Fn-1 + Fn-2, forn > 1.
Ifwe want to get the value ofF5, the program will compute F4 and F3 first. For the
F4, itwill compute F3 and F2, and compute F2 andFl for the F3. The program keeps
on calling itself to approach Fl and FOwhich will return value 1 and 0.
The program is composed of two graphs, main and fibonacci. Main is the main
program of the example. It requests an integer from the user, calls fibonacci to
compute the fibonacci number, prints the answer, and terminates the program.
Fibonacci returns zero if the imported parameter value is zero, one if the imported
parameter value is one. If the imported parameter value is N, (N > = 2), the
fibonacci graph calls itself twice to compute the fibonacci number ofN-l and N-2,
then adds the returned values from these two calls, and returns the sum to main.
This example reveals the capability of GDF language to handle recursive
programming. A function can call itself to form a recursive function call. Its own
graph is displayed againwithout any tokens at the beginning of the execution. After
the newly called function is returned, the original graph is displayed and continue
the execution from the operator preceeded by the function call operator. The
complete program graphs are shown on the next two pages.
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( start )
r input
cai
fibonacci
output
C stop J
Main function graph ofExample 4
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begin
Fibonacci function graph ofExample 4
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5. Project Implementation and Data Structures
This chapter discusses the details about how the GDF programming system was
implemented. It describes the implementation environment, the data structures ofa
graph and the data structures used in the simulation of the execution of a graph, and
ends with discussion of the capability of error detection of the system. The memory
needed for the application program graphs and the memory needed in the simulation
of the execution of the application program are run-time dynamically allocated.
There is no limitation over the number of instructions (nodes) that a program can
have.
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5.1 Implementation Environment
5.1.1 Language
The GDF Programming System programs were written in C programming
language. The reason for choosing C language instead of those high level
programming languages which support concurrent programming architecture was
because that many UnixTM system function calls were used. The C language
supports very convenient interfacing with the system calls, allows separation
compilation, and supports bitwise operations.
5.1 .2 Hardware Configuration
The GDF programming system was built on AT&T UnixTM PC, using standard
input, amouse, and standard output. The AT&T UnixTM Personal Computer is the
first personal computer which runs UnixTM Operating System. In the general
configuration, it has a 20 or 40 Megabyte hard disk drive, one floppy disk drive, one
Megabyte RAM, a 720 by 348 resolutionmonitor, a standard keyboard, and amouse.
A stand-alone system, it can also use its internal built-inmodem to connect to a host
computer to serve as a terminal.
The AT&T UnixTM PC screen is an area of 720 pixels wide and 348 pixels high,
corresponding to an 80-column by 29-line character display. Each task is viewed in a
window. Default window size is set by the application with or without border.
Several windows can be opened simultaneously on the display, but only one window
at a time, the active window, can receive inputs from the keyboard and the mouse.
The Graphical Programming System uses a full screen window without border, and
many auxiliarywindows for editing graphs and displayingmessages.
5.2 Data Structure of a Graph
A graphical dataflow language program is composed ofone ormany function graphs.
Each of the graphs is a directed graph, and consists ofa number ofnodes and directed
arcs in which each node represents an operator or function and each directed arc a
medium over which data items flow. When a graph is executed, tokens are
generated from some firing nodes, and flow on the arc as directed from the output
port of a node to an input port of a node. If all the necessary input tokens have
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arrived, the node is executed; its input tokens are consumed, and an output token is
then generated. In this section, the data structure of tokens, node, arc, function, and
program graph are discussed.
5.2.1 Token
The figure below shows the structure ofa token.
token_type f next
token value
L
symbol of a pointer
token
token type:
token value:
Data Structure of a Token
The type of a token value. It could be 1, 2, 3, or 4. The numbers
stand for INTEGER type, CHARACTER type, REAL NUMBER
type, and BOOLEAN type respectively.
The value of a token. It is a union structure which is defined for
containing integer, character, boolean value, and double floating
number.
next token; A pointer points to another token structure. This field is not used
in current implementation. It may be useful if the dataflow
computer is simulated as a dynamic dataflow simulation.
A dataflow computer can be implemented in two ways, static execution and dynamic
execution. In the static execution model, a fireable node will not fire (generate an
output token) until its previous generated token is consumed or absorbed by its
destinated node. In this case, each arc in the graph only takes at most one token
during the run-time. For the dynamic execution model, every fireable node fires
when all the necessary input tokens have arrived no matter whether the previous
generated token has been consumed or not. It the previous token has not been
consumed, the newly generated token will be queued on the input port of the
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destinated node. The dataflow computer simulator implemented in the GDF
programming system follows the static execution rule. So that the next token field
in the token structure is not used in current implementation.
5.2.2 Node
Each node in the graph is one of the operators available in the system. It can be a
simple operation, a comparison, or a function which accomplishes complicated
operations and returns a single token. The data structure of a node contains the
information which describes the node itself on the graphical display and represents
its run-time status. Two other data structures are used in the node structure. They
are the data structure ofport and the data structure ofproperty. The figures below
show their organizations and relationships.
il I I
token exists
y
token
my_port_num y:onn_port_nu
conn node num
m
y
next_port
Data Structure of a Port
token exists: A flag contains TRUE if a token exists on the port, or FALSE
if there is no token on the port.
my port num: The port number of the port. A node can have several input
ports and output ports, these ports are assigned a number by
the system.
conn node num:The node number of a node which is connected to the current
node. The current node is the node which contains this port
structure.
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conn port num; The port number of a port which is connected to the current
port.
token; A pointer points to a token structure. The token structure
carries a token which is generated by the preceded node.
next port; A pointer points to anotherport structure.
y y
type Y prompt
name
Data Structure of a Property
type: The type ofa token which is generated by CONST node or INPUT node.
name; The name of a function which is used when a CALL node is created on a
graph.
prompt; A user can create his own prompt strings to use when the INPUT and
OUTPUT nodes are executed.
The property structure is only used for CONST node, INPUT node, OUTPUT node,
and CALL node to hold the information of a token, the name of a function, or the
prompt string.
t t y*?y
y x_pos y
no
~
^ input_arc w output_arc y_pos w
op_code
" T T
input_num output_num my_property
? : ^
y
next node
Data Structure of a Node
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node num:
op code:
input num:
input arc:
output num:
output arc;
x pos:
y pos;
my property:
next node:
The node number of a node. The system assigns a number to a
node when the node is created on the current edited graph.
The type of the operation of a node. Each operator available in
the system has a pre-defined constant name for it, such as ADD,
INPUT, CALL, and etc.
The number of input ports that a node can have.
All the input ports of a node form a linked list and the linked list
is pointed by this field.
The number ofoutput ports that a node can have.
All the output ports of a node form a linked list and the linked
list is pointed by this field.
The X coordinate of the positionwhere the node is located.
The Y coordinate of the positionwhere the node is located.
A pointer points to a property structure if the node is one of
INPUT, OUTPUT, CONST, or CALL.
A pointer points to another node structure.
5.2.3 Arc
An arc is a line segment, connecting an input port of a node to an output port of a
node. Its data structure contains the information of the two nodes it connects. The
data structures ofarcs are useful in the graphical display.
p1_x
V
p1_node_num
w p1_port_num
T 7-
p2 node num . map x2K - " p2_map_num H~ map_y2
x
p1_y f map_x1 f P2_x 1 p2_port_num
p1_map_num map_y1 p2_y next_segment
Data Structure of an Arc
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pi x;
pl_y:
pi node num;
pi map num:
pi port num:
map xl :
map yl :
p2_x:
p2_y:
p2 node num:
p2 map num;
p2 port num;
may x2:
map y2:
next segment:
The X coordinate of the first end point of the line segment.
The Y coordinate of the first end point of the line segment.
The node number of the first node that the arc connects.
The map number of the first node. The map number is the
same as the op code which is used in node structure.
The port number of the output port that the arc connects.
The X coordinate of the first node's bitmap.
The Y coordinate of the first node's bitmap.
The X coordinate of the second end point of the line segment.
The Y coordinate of the second end point of the line segment.
The node number of the second node that the arc connects.
Themap number of the second node.
The port number of the input port that the arc connects.
The X coordinate of the second node's bitmap.
The Y coordinate of the second node's bitmap.
A pointer points to another arc structure.
5.2.4 Function
The graph of a function is composed of a number of nodes and arcs. The data
structure of a graph contains two linked list, one for the nodes and one for the arcs.
They are linked lists of node structure and arc structure respectively. Every
function graph has a data structure tomaintain the node and arc informations. It is
named as fund head, its data structure is shown on the next page.
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next_node next_segment
t y-y-ty
name
? y y ^ ^
syntax next_function
? i
node count
Data Structure of a funct head
name; The name of the function graph, (e.g. the function name)
syntax; A flag reflects the status of connections is OK or not. A function
can be executed onlywhen this flag is TRUE.
next function: A pointer points to a function's funct head structure. This field
is useful when a program hasmore than one function.
next node: A pointer points to a node structure which is used as the head of
the linked list of node structures.
next segment; A pointer points to an arc structure which is used as the head of
the linked list ofarc structures.
node count:. This field keeps track ofhowmany nodes that a graph has.
During the editing of a graph, when a node is copied from the operator menu panel
and located in the scratchpad, a block ofmemory is allocated for the node structure
and the informations of the node are recorded in pertinent fields. The pointer of the
block ofmemory is appended to the end of the node linked list. When a node is
deleted from the scratchpad, the data structure for the node is deleted from the
linked list and the memory occupied by the node structure is released. Same
situation happens on arcs. When two ports are connected to form an arc, a block of
memory is allocated for the arc, and informations of the arc are recorded in the
pertinent fields. The pointer of the block of thememory is appended to the end of the
arc linked list. When the arc is deleted, the data structure for the arc is deleted from
the arc linked list and the memory occupied by the arc structure is released. When
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the user applies a move operation on a node, the related informations are updated in
both node and arc data structures.
5.2.5 Program
Combine the discussion and presentation of the data structures in the previous
sections, a complete program data structure is shown on next page. An extra
funct head structure is used as the head of the function linked list.
The GDF programming system efficiently exploits the usage ofmemory, because all
the memory for data structures is run-time allocated, consistently, the memory is
released immediatelywhenever the structure is not used anymore.
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5.3 Dataflow Simulation
The dataflow simulation in GDF programming system follows the static execution
rule. A node is fireable when all the necessary input tokens have arrived and the
previous generated token has been consumed by the successive operator. All the
fireable nodes are maintained in a linked list which is call enabled node list. Every
function in a program except themain function is invoked by a CALL operator. The
called function will be duplicated, and the duplicated function is stacked. A function
can be called asmany times as necessary, and is allowed to call itself recursively. A
block ofmemory is allocated for a token structure when a token is generated. The
pointer of the token structure is placed in a port of the destinated node. Tokens are
generated by firing and consumed by executing a node.
5.3.1 Basic Data Structures
Two data structures are used for dataflow simulation. They are node exec and
funct exec. The figures below show their structures.
exec node next exec node
Data Structure of a node exec
exec node: A pointer points to a node structure which is a fireable node in
the node linked list.
next exec node: A pointer points to a node exec structure where records the
next fireable node.
A linked list ofnode exec structure constitutes the enabled node list, a structure we
have discussed in chapter 4.
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T T T
It queue_head
" ^
the_funct the last node next_execjunct
Data Structure of a funct exec
the funct: A pointer points to a funct head structure. When a function
is duplicated, the address of its funct head structure is
placed in this field.
A pointer points to a node exec structure. This field contains
the head of the linked list where all the executable nodes are
queued; the linked list is the enabled node list.
A pointer points to a node exec structure which is last object
in the enabled linked list. If the content of the the_last node
is the same as queue head, then, it means that no more
fireable node exists. The function should either returning a
token and terminates itself, or aborted because ofdeadlock or
starvation.
queue head:
the last node:
next exec funct: A pointer points to a funct exec structure. The function
pointed by this field is the previous executed function which
will resume its execution after the current function execution
returns token.
5.3.2 Run-time Data Structure
Two variables are used during the run-time simulation, one is stack base, and the
other is top of_stack. Both of these two variables are pointers which point to
funct_exec structures. The figure on the next page shows the run-time data
structure.
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5.4 Bitmap and Display Control
The AT&T UnixTM PC screen is an area of 720 pixels wide and 348 pixels high. The
graph editor uses the top 720 by 300 for scratchpad and operatormenu panel, and the
bottom 48 lines (4 text line, line height 12 pixels) for displayingmessages.
5.4.1 Bitmap
All the operators, digits, characters displayed on the top 720 by 300 area are formed
in bitmaps which are two dimensional arrays. An operator icon is contained in a 48
pixels wide and 37 pixels high box, and inmemory, it is expressed in a structure with
3 short integers in X dimension and 37 rows in the Y dimension. A digit or standard
size character is contained in an 8 pixels wide and 8 pixels high box, expressed in a
structure with 1 byte by 12 rows in memory. In additional to the operators, digits,
characters bitmaps, the system needs a bitmap for the entire screen, which is 45 x
300 short integersmemory block. These information about a bitmap is contained in
a bitmap data structure. The figure below shows the structure.
T
w h
t!
map ptr
Data Structure of a Bitmap
w: The width of a bitmap. It is expressed in the number of short
integers. One short integer consists of 2 bytes which is 16 bits, and
can hold the values of 16 pixels.
h: The height ofa bitmap. It is expressed in the number ofpixels.
map ptr: A pointer points to an area ofmemory used by the bitmap.
One bit ofmemory holds a 0 or 1, which reflects the status ofone pixel on the screen.
If the bit value is 0, aftermapping the memory onto the screen, the related position
pixel will be turned off, which will display a dark spot. If the bit value is 1, after
mapping the memory onto the screen, the related position pixel will be turned on,
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which will display a bright spot. Themapping between amemory bitmap and
display is shown below.
screen
111111111111111
10000000000000(1
10000000000000C 1
111111111111111
1 x4
one short x 4 rows
in memory :
4 short integers
part of screen
5.4.2 Display Control
The system employs an ioctl system call. The ioctl call performs a variety of
functions on character special files (devices). One of the functions,WIOCRASTOP is
used in system programs to access window's pixel data. TheWIOCRASTOP function
performs raster operations from source to destination, which could be memory to
memory, memory to screen, screen to memory, and screen to screen. The display
screen can be refreshed very quickly for the benefits of the fast speed of the raster
operations.
Both the memory of the source and destination planes are rectangular areas. The
basic behavior ofraster operation conforms to a vector description
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destination = destination operation (source operation (source,pattern))
where the pattern is an array of 16 x 16 pixels arranged as 16 consecutive shorts.
There are five source operations, SRCSRC, SRCPAT, SRCAND, SRCOR, SRCXOR;
and five destination operations, DSTSRC, DSTAND, DSTOR, DSTXOR, and
DSTCAM. SRCSRC is the identity function whose value is the unmodified source
rectangle itself. SRCPAT's value is that of the pattern and bears no relationship to
the source. SRCAND is the AND of the source and the pattern; SRCOR, the
inclusive OR; SRCXOR, the exclusive OR. DSTSRC is the identity function,
returning the result of the source operation unchanged. DSTAND is the AND of the
destination with the result of the source, DSTOR is the inclusive OR, and DSTXOR
the exclusive OR. DSTCAM AND's the one's complement of the source operation
into the destination.
The system uses SRCSRC to combine with one ofDSTSRC, DSTOR, DSTAND, and
DSTXOR operations to refresh the screen, to display and refresh single object, to
make flashing on the firing node, and tomove bitmaps data aroundmemory.
The system also utilizes Bresenhman's algorithm in drawing the arcs on the screen
bitmap. Some transformation and rotation matrix computations are needed in
drawing the arrows ofarcs.
5.5 Error Detection
The GDF programming system is capable ofdetecting errors for the user in editing a
graph or executing a program. The complete set ofwarning and errormessages are
listed and explained in the User'sManual.
5.5.1 Graph Program Syntax
To edit a dataflow program in the GDF programming system, unlike writing a high
level programming language, the user does not have to worry about the order of
locating operations, spaces, precedence, parentheses, or semicolons. But a set of
simple rules should be followed in the editing of the graphs ofa program.
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1. Before executing a program, all the necessary arcs should be connected.
2. A program can only have one START node.
3. A function can only have one BEGIN node, but can havemultiple END nodes.
4. In connecting an arc, the node with the output port should be selected first,
then the nodewith the input port can be selected.
5. The copied operator can only be located inside of the scratchpad area.
5.5.2 Run-time Error messages
Various of messages will be displayed in an error message window when the
program execution encounters an error whichmay cause the execution to be aborted.
The errors include deadlock, starvation, insufficientmemory , type inconsistent ofan
operator, or improper termination ofa function or program.
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6. Program Description
The system programs of the GDF Programming System were written in C
Programming Language, and utilize structured module design. The system
programs structure and description ofeach function are described in this chapter.
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6.1 Program Organization
The complete system programs are composed of two .h files, main.c, and eleven
gdf_n.c files (n is in [1..11]). For these gdf_n.c files, functions which perform
related operations are grouped in one file. The details of the file contents are
explained in next the three sections. The diagram below shows the organization.
Main.c
Gdf types.h Gdf const.h
Gdf_l.c Gdf_4.c Gdf_7.c Gdf.lO.c
Gdf_2.c Gdf_5.c Gdf_8.c GdLll.c
Gdf_3.c Gdf_6.c Gdf_9.c
6.2 System Process Diagrams
The process diagrams of the system are shown in this section. Each diagram shows
one level of the relationship between the calling function and the called functions.
Each block contains the name of a function (or process) and a level label which shows
the position of that function in the hierarchical structure. The functions that
introduced in solid line rectangles in the called function level perform basic
operations and do not call any other system functions. The functions that introduced
in dash line rectangles do call some other functions, and their hierarchy structure
will be shown in another diagrams. The relationship can be traced by following the
level number. These functions introduced in double solid lines rectangles have their
own structure which has already been illustrated in previous diagrams.
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main
1 I
1 ; :$
11 :
* 4 ;
m
*.- A
Lt/t
-,::
?.*2
^3.2^: x:":
level number
function name
9.3.2.13.2.5.1.4
release token
9.3 2.13 9.3.2.15
&&;&&'&
i i
?
The function in a block with dash line border stands for the
root of the tree or a subtree.
The function in a solid line block does the basic operation
without calling other system functions.
The function in a shaded block is the root of a subtree, and it
calls some other system functions.
The function in a double solid line block is the root of a
subtree, and the subtree has been shown in previous graph.
System Processes Diagram Overview
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6.3 Gdf_*.h Files
6.3.1 Gdf_types.h File
This file contains the definitions of the data structures used in the system.
-- Bitmap structure specifies the width of the bitmap in number of unsigned
short, the height of the bitmap in pixel, and a memory pointer which
points to an areawhere it contains the actual pixel values.
-- Funct head structure keeps the head of a linked list of a function graph,
which contains information about a graph.
- Op node structure keeps the information of a node in the graph. The
information includes the node number, operation code, number of input,
number ofoutput, a pointer points to an input port, a pointer points to an
output port, coordinate of the first pixel, a pointer points to a property
structure, and a pointer points to next node in the node linked list.
-- Port structure keeps the information about a port of a node. The
information includes a token exists flag, port number of itself, node
number of the node it connects, port number of the port it connects, a
pointer points to a token, and a pointer points to next port.
~ Property structure keeps the information for each of a CALL, INPUT,
OUTPUT, or CONST node. It contains the type of a token which the node
has orwill have, a string for keeping the name ofa function, or the value of
an input, or the type of a constant, and another string for keeping prompt
string.
Conn node structure keeps the information of a node which is connected
to some other node. The information includes the port number, node
number, and a pointer points to the node.
-- Node highlight structure keeps the information of a highlighted node.
The information includes node number, map number (operation code),
coordinate, and a selected flag.
-- End point structure keeps the information of the end point of an arc. The
information includes node number which the end point belongs to, map
number, port number, coordinate of themap, and coordinate of the point.
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-- Line segment structure keeps the information of an arc. The
information includes end points' coordinates, their node numbers, map
numbers,map coordinates, and a pointer points to next segment.
- Seg highlight structure keeps the information of a selected arc. The
information includes end points' coordinates, node numbers,map numbers,
and a selected flag.
~ Tokens structure keeps the type and the value ofa token.
-- Funct exec structure keeps the execution stack information. It includes
a pointer points to a function graph linked list, a pointer points to the head
ofa linked list ofnode exec structure, a pointer points to the last executed
node exec structure, and a pointer points to the next execution stack
element.
-- Node exec structure keeps a pointer points to the currently executed
node, and a pointer points to next node exec structure.
6.3.2 Gdf__const.h File
This file contains the definitions of constant names. The constant names
include the names of the operator icons bitmaps, character fonts
bitmaps, editing commands, sixteen special bitmaps which are used in
display control, window names, TRUE, FALSE, ZERO, WAIT,
IN_PORT, OUT_PORT,MaxView, andMaxMaps.
Most of the constants used in the GDF Programming System are defined in
this file. Some constants names (e.g. constants used in act execute) are
defined in gdf_9.c file locally.
6.4 Main.c File
This file contains the main function of the system. The main function starts
with setting up the processes for window access since all the display, editing,
and simulation will be done in several different windows. Then the system
allocates memory for system bitmaps which include
windows' bitmaps,
operator icons bitmaps, character fonts bitmaps, and several special bitmaps
which helps in displaying options, command request box, and command
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list.The system reads all of the information of operator icons and character
fonts from external files, and places the pixel values in corresponding
bitmaps. Some display screens are then setup successively. Finally, amenu is
displayed to let user choose the options he wants. The diagram drawn below is
the function diagram of themain function.
start
1 t
set up the processes for window access
allocate memory for the system bitmaps
load operation icons and character fonts
set up special bitmaps
displaywelcomemessage
display introductionmessages ifnecessary
loop
*-
/ edit and execute dataflow program
// >
edit operator icons\
\\
edit characters fonts
1 (
terminate program and return to textwindow
Main Function Diagram
6.5 Miscellaneous Files
The functions contained in gdf_l.c through gdf_ll.c files are described in
this section.
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6.5.1 Gdf_1.c
This file contains 18 functionswhich perform graphics related operations.
new window:
This function opens new windows for the system according to the specified border
type, size, and location.
-- select window:
This function is called to assign current window.
new map:
This functions allocatesmemory to one new bitmap.
-- rd pixel:
This function reads the pixel value from a specified pixel on the specified bitmap.
wr pixel:
This functionwrites a zero or one to a specified pixel on a specified bitmap.
- toggle pixel:
This function toggles the pixel value.
~ toggle cell:
This function toggles a cell which is a square and part of a bitmap.
-- fill:
This function fills the desired bitmaps with specified pixel value. The size and the
location of the areawhich is to be filledmust be specified.
~ rfresh:
This function is called to refresh a bitmap on the screen. The bitmap number is passed
as a parameter.
- wrastop:
This function is called by function ''rfresh", and sets up a data structure, then calls the
"ioctl" function to do the raster operation.
~ clear:
This function clears a bitmap by assigning zeroes to the memory locations which are
used by the bitmap.
-- enable mouse:
This function enables the mouse into operation. Um.um icon is set to NULL at most
of the time, but when the flag CARRYING or MOVING is TRUE, um.um_icon is
allocated an area ofmemory and assigned a new icon to change the mouse cursor.
-- read locator:
This function reports the mouse situation. The location of the mouse, the clicked
button and the situation which is one of MouseDown, MouseUp, Mouseln, and
MouseOut. This function always reads the first set information about the mouse
location from the buffer stream.
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- put message:
This function displays amessage on the lower part of the screen. The line number and
message have to be specified and passed as parameters. Constants for the line
numbers areWTXTPROMPT,WTXTCMD,WTXTSLK1, andWTXTSLK2.
- erase message:
This function erases one linemessage from the lower part of the screen.
- terminate:
This function terminates the program by closing window and calling the "ioctl" to
return the window to standard display.
- alloc window maps:
This function allocates memory to window bitmaps.
- alloc icon maps:
This function allocates memory to icons and characters.
6.5.2 Gdf_2.cFile
This file contains 14 functions which perform the operations needed in
starting the program, editing icons and fonts.
-- welcome message:
This function displays a welcomemessage on the screen.
- draw frames:
This function draws the frames for scratchpad andmenu on the FRAME bitmap.
- make frame:
This functionmakes a frame for any specified bitmap.
- maps setup:
This function does some preparation work on several bitmaps which are
YES_NO_MAP, SPOT, BLACK, FUNCT, WHITE PDMENU, CMD_MASK,
FRAME, and LIGHT_FRAME.
- make string:
This function puts the imported string in the desired location on the specified bitmap.
show message:
This function puts text messages on any specified bitmap. The size of the
character can be enlarged, and the spacing between two characters is adjustable.
- set char map:
This function returns a character bitmap number which corresponds to the actual
parameter.
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- locate char:
ThisTunction locates one character bitmap on a specified bitmap. The character
bitmap can be enlarged to any size according to the assigned factor.
- select char:
This function allows the user to choose one character from the character option list
when editing the character fonts.
- write string:
This function can write one character string on any selected bitmap then refreshes
that bitmap onto the screen.
- locate map:
This function locates one bitmap onto another bitmap.
- select op:
This function allows the user to select one operator from the operator option list when
editing the operator icons.
- confirm:
This function displays a small box on the upper-right corner of the screen, and asks
the user to answer yes or no.
- video reverse:
This function reverses partial pixel-values of a bitmap.
6.5.3 Gdf_3.cFile
This file contains 10 functions which perform the operations needed in
starting the system, and editing operator icons and character fonts.
- edit op icon:
This functionmanipulates the editing of the operator icons.
~ edit char fonts:
This functionmanipulates the editing of the character fonts.
set grid:
This function draws the grid for editing operator icons and for editing character fonts.
- show op options:
This function displays a list of the names of the operator icons, which is used in the
editing of the operator icons.
- show char options:
This function displays a list of characters, which is used in the editing of character
fonts.
-- unload map info:
This function reads the character font or operator icon bitmap information, and
displays the desired character or operator icon on the grid.
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- load font:
This function reads the character bitmap information from an external file, then
stores the information into the memory location used by the bitmaps.
save font:
This function saves the current character font bitmap information into an external
file.
load op icon:
This function reads the operator icon bitmap information from an external file, then
stores them in the memory locations used by the bitmaps.
- save op icon:
This function saves the current bitmap information of the operator icons into an
external file.
6.5.4 Gdf 4.c
This file contains several structure initialization and 20 functions which deal
with the creation ofmenus and forms.
main selection:
This function calls the built-in "menu" function to display the main menu of the GDF
system.
introduction:
This function asks the user to see if the introduction of GDF system should be
displayed or not.
-- form retrieve:
ThIs"function calls the built-in function
"form" to create a form which is used to ask
user to give a file name form for retrieving graph program.
-- make form:
This function is called to create a proper form to request some information. The name
of the form is passed as a parameter.
- help menu:
This function reads helpmessage from an external file and calls
"menu" to display it.
~ intro menu:
Thisfunction reads introduction text from an external file and calls
"menu" to display
it.
-- make menu:
This function calls the built-in function
"menu" to create proper menu to display
messages. The name of themenu is passed as a parameter.
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ask pgm name:
This function calls function "make_form" to create a form to ask user to give a name
to the graph program.
switch pages:
This function calls function "make_menu" to display amenu, allowing user to switch
editing pages among several function program graphs.
functable:
This function calls "menu" to display a menu. The menu choices are ADD a new
function, DELETE an existing function, and RENAME an existing function.
end new session:
This function is called when all the program graphs are deleted. It creates a menu to
display the message.
form save:
This function calls "form" to create a form when the user chooses Command-Save and
wants to save the graph into a file. The form asks the user to give a file name.
quit message:
This function calls the "make menu"function to display messages when the user
wants to quit the editing session.
form call:
This function calls "make menu"to create a form when the user copies the CALL
operator icon from the menu panel, and locates it on the scratchpad. This function is
also called when the user selects CALL in the graph and chooses the Command-
Property.
form input:
This function calls "make menu"to create a form when the user copies the INPUT
operator icon from the menu panel, and locates it on the scratchpad. This function
also called when the user selects INPUT in the graph and choose the Command-
Property.
form const:
This function calls "make menu"to create a form when the user copies the CONST
operator icon from the menu panel, and locates it on the scratchpad. This function is
also called when the user selects CONST in the graph and chooses the Command-
Property.
form output:
This function calls "make
form" tomake a form for the user to create his own output
token prompt string.
rqst input value:
This function prompts the user a form to enter a value for INPUT operator. The
character string value is stored in property for further use, and the converted value is
put in the token.
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dsply output:
ThisTunction calls "make menu" to create a menu window to display the output
result.
error message:
This functionmakes a new menu window to display proper run-time error message.
6.5.5 Gdf_5.c File
This file contains 11 functionswhich perform the operations needed in editing
a program graph.
-- edit graphs:
This functionmanipulates the editing procedures ofa program graph.
- in command:
This function returns TRUE if the mouse is located in the COMMAND REQUEST
BOX, otherwise the function returns FALSE.
set cur cmd:
This function sets up a current commands array.
-- command:
This function pre-processes the chosen command.
-- highlight:
This function highlights the current selected command and reverses the previous
chosen command back to its original un-highlighted display.
- in scratchpad:
This function checks the current mouse location and returns TRUE if the mouse is in
the scratchpad area, otherwise the function returns FALSE.
- in menupanel:
This function checks the current mouse location and returns TRUE if the mouse is in
themenu panel area, otherwise the function returns FALSE.
-- quit edit:
This functionmanipulates the activities when the user asks for quitting an editing.
-- choose opicon:
This function returns the operator map number, which is chosen from the menu panel.
The chosen operator is also highlighted.
-- show menu:
This function refreshes the menu panel and the Command Request Box icon on the
upper-left corner of the screen.
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change plate no:
This function handles the variable PLATE_NO, this number keeps track of the
group number of the current displayed operator icons. "Show menu"function uses
it.
6.5.6 Gdf_6.c File
This file contains 15 functionswhich handle the command actions.
action:
This function takes proper actions after the user chooses certain operators and
commands.
- act copy locate:
This function handles the operations to copy and locate an operator icon. If the mouse
location is within the scratchpad area, a new node memory is allocated. Proper
information is assigned to the new node, then the new node is added to the linked list.
Screen is also refreshed.
act select:
This function handles the operations for selecting an operator icon or selecting a line
segment from the scratchpad area.
act move:
This function handles the operations for moving an icon in the scratchpad area. A flag
is set to TRUE in order to invoke "enable mouse"to change the mouse icon.
- act delete:
This function handles the operations for deleting an operator icon or line segment
from the scratchpad area.
act connect:
This function handles the operations for connecting two nodes. These selected nodes
are highlighted.
stop connect:
This function is called when a connection is not completed.
-- act property:
This function handles the operations for changing or assigning node property for
CALL, INPUT, OUTPUT, and CONST.
-- act redraw:
This function handles the operations for redrawing the screen according to the current
graph information.
- act new:
This function handles the operations for creating a new program. A program can be
composed ofseveral function graphs.
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- act functions:
TKis function handles the operations needed when a user wants to add a new function
graph, delete an existing function, or rename an existing function graph.
- act switch pages:
This function handles the operations needed when a user wants to switch the current
editing screen to some other function graph.
- act save:
This function handles the operations needed when a user wants to save the program
graph information.
- act retrieve:
This function handles the operations needed when a user wants to retrieve a program
graph from an external file.
- act execute:
This function handles the operations needed when a user wants to execute a dataflow
program which currently resides in the system.
6.5.7 Gdf_7.c File
This file contains 24 functions which perform actions related to the editing of
a graph.
add node:
This function adds a new node to the operator node linked list.
-- delete node:
This function deletes a node from the node linked list. If the node to be deleted is the
first node of the list, along with deleting the node, it also changes the current node
head which is a pointer, that will always point to the first node of the linked list.
When freeing the node memory, the program also frees other pointer variables, such
as the input arc, the output arc, and the property.
search node:
This function searches the node linked list by the x, y coordinates of the mouse
location. If the mouse is located inside of a node bitmap, this function returns a
pointer points to the node, otherwise, it returns NULL.
-- cut connections:
This function handles the operations for deleting all the edges which are connected to
a node which is to be deleted.
-- move connections:
Thisfunction redraws all the connections which are connected to the node which was
moved in the previous action.
- add line segment:
This function adds a new line segment to the segment linked list. The new line
segment is created to connect two nodes in the previous action.
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- delete line segment:
This function deletes the selected line segment from the linked list, and erase the line
(and/or arrow) from the screen.
- search line segment:
The function checks the distance from a specified point to every line segment in the
line segment linked list. If the distance is short enough (means the point is near
enough to the line segment), a pointer to that line segment is returned. If no distance
is near enough, aNULL is returned.
- closer:
This function calculates the distance from a point to a line segment. If the distance is
smaller than 9, it returns TRUE, otherwise it returns FALSE.
- rdraw:
This function redraws all the graph information on the screen. All the nodes are
refreshed, segments and arrows are redrawn.
- line exist:
This function checks the duplications for the line segment. If any duplication occurs,
TRUE is returned, otherwise FALSE is returned.
- warning:
This function prints out a warning message on the line WTXTPROMPT, delays 2
seconds, then erases it.
- setup node:
This function sets up memory locations for a new node before it is added to the node
linked list. The allocations include the input and output connection ports.
- setup connections:
This function updates the connection information in every connected port. The
information includes the connected node number and the connected port number.
- get port:
This function returns a port pointer. The port is found based on the node number,
input or output port, the port number, and the op code of the node.
- free program:
This function handles the operations to free thememory occupied by a program graph.
- free function:
Trus function frees the memory occupied by a function graph linked list.
- free op node:
This function handles the operations to free the memory occupied by one node.
- free segments:
This function handles the operations to free the memory occupied by the line
segments linked list.
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free arc:
TnTs function handles the operations to free the memory occupied by ports.
count function:
This function returns a counter which is the total number of functions contained in an
entire program.
count node:
This function returns a counter which is the total number of op node contained in a
graph function.
count segment:
This function returns a counter which is the total number of line segments in a graph
function.
has property:
This function checks the op code of a node, if the node is one of CALL, INPUT,
OUTPUT, or CONST, then it returns TRUE, otherwise it returns FALSE.
6.5.8 Gdf_8.cFile
This file contains 14 functions which perform operations related to the editing
ofa graph.
num input:
This function returns the total number of input ports ofan operator.
~ num output:
This function returns the total number ofoutput ports ofan operator.
connect point:
This function reports the exact location for the connecting arc.
~ draw line:
This function calculates the pixels coordinates which lays on a line between the
beginning point and the ending point.
- draw arrow:
This function calculates two
points'
coordinates for drawing an arrow.
savefile:
This function saves the entire program graphs into an external file for further use.
-- getfile:
This function reads an entire program graph from an external file, and sets the
current function and the current node linked list head, and the current line segment
linked list head.
- in out available:
"This function returns a boolean value to indicate the availability of the port of a node.
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- clean ports:
This function clears the information contained in the port structure list.
- find related port:
This function returns a port pointer based on the node number, port number, and an
input/output flag.
- clear segment:
This function clears the connection information of two nodes when one arc is deleted.
- update property:
This function handles the operations to update the property for either of one CALL,
INPUT, OUTPUT, or CONST.
- del from gate:
This function returns a node pointer which points to GATE node whose input port or
output port arc is going to be deleted, or returns NULL if the port does not belong to a
GATE.
- clr gate port:
This function finds one arc of a GATE node and resets the linking pointer, and frees
the deleted port memory.
6.5.9 Gdf_9.cFile
This file contains 30 functions which perform the operations related to the
execution of a graph program.
-- dsply node:
This function displays an operation node by refreshing the node's bitmap on the
screen. A flag is needed to determine the way for refreshing the node, which is either
DSTXORed, DSTORed, or highlighted.
-- dsply name:
ThiTfunction displays the character string contained in the property field of a node.
Only three kinds ofnodes contain properties. They are CONST, CALL, and INPUT.
-- erase node:
This function erases a node from the screen by using DSTXOR operation to refresh the
bitmap, also if the node is CALL, CONST, or INPUT, erases its property.
erase name:
Thisfunction erases the property character string ofCONST, CALL, and INPUT from
the screen by DSTXOR, the bitmap of each character in the string.
to uppercase:
This function converts every character in a string from lower case to uppercase. This
is because that the GDF system only provides the manipulation on capital letters.
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- valid str:
This function checks the characters ofa string, and returns TRUE if all the characters
are valid in the system.
- letter:
This function returns a TRUE if the character is one of the valid letters.
- digits:
This function returns a TRUE if the character is a decimal point or a digit.
- check string:
This function checks the validity ofa string.
- check delay:
This function plays a short period ofdelay whenever it needs to prolong the highlight
period.
- speeding:
This function keeps track of the SPEED LEVEL value. When the user asks to speed
the simulation speed up or down, the function will change the SPEED LEVEL and
cause the CHECK DELAY function to perform a different delay duration.
- check connection:
This function handles the operations for checking the arc connections of the graphs of
a program.
- check nconnection:
This function checks the connections of a node, to make sure all the input and output
ports are connected before executing the program.
- exec program:
This function handles the operation for executing a program graph.
-- pre exec:
This function pre-executes the graph information by setting the nodes which have no
input data to be ready for executing.
-- exec node:
This function calls proper function to execute the operation ofa node.
- enqueue fireable nodes:
This function puts all the fireable nodes into the queue to wait to be executed. The
bitmaps ofall the nodes in the queue are highlighted.
- fetch node:
This function fetches the head node of the queue and returns NULL if the queue is
empty.
- fireable:
This function returns a TRUE if the node's inputs are all ready, and the output token
has been consumed, otherwise returns FALSE.
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- ready input:
ThisTunction checks the input arcs of a node, returns TRUE if the tokens are all
ready, otherwise returns FALSE.
- ready output:
This function checks the output arcs of a node, returns TRUE if the previous output
token has been consumed, otherwise returns FALSE.
- enq node:
This function adds a node to the end of the queue to wait to be executed.
- de fireable:
This function sets the fireable nodes to un-fireable.
- conn to stop:
ThiTfunction returns TRUE if the GATE node is connected to either STOP or END
node, otherwise returns FALSE.
- free leftover:
This function frees the memory occupied by these function linked list which have not
been executed completely because ofa run-time error that occurs.
- queued:
This function checks the argument from the waiting queue, if the node is in the
queue, the function returns TRUE, otherwise returns FALSE.
- state changed:
This function checks the command state changes, and returns the proper indicator in
curr state ofcalling function.
- current command state:
This function enables the mouse and calls READ CONTROL to determine the
current command state when a graph execution is progressing, and returns the proper
indicator to the calling function.
- read control:
This function reads the mouse location from the input stream. Because the most
recent data is required, the input stream must be manipulate in a way to get the
desired data without any confusion. This function is similar to READ LOCATOR
butwithmore complicated analysis on the input stream data.
- alloc token:
This function allocatesmemory to a new token structure and returns the pointer to its
calling function.
6.5.10 Gdf_J0.cFile
This file contains 17 functions which perform the operations related to the
execution ofa graph program.
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- exec add:
This function executes an "add" operation. It returns TRUE (if there is an error!) if
types are conflicting, otherwise returns FALSE (no error!).
-- exec sub:
This function executes a ^subtract" operation. It subtracts the right token from the
left token, and puts the result in the output token. It also returns FALSE if an error
occurs.
- exec mul:
This function executes a "multiply" operation, returns TRUE iferror occurs.
exec div:
This function executes a "divide" operation.
~ exec mod:
This function executes a "modulo" operation. Only two integers tokens are allowed to
invoke this operation.
-- exec abs:
This function executes an "absolute" operation. It produces a token which contains a
positive token value.
- exec sqrt:
This function finds the square root of the input token value, and puts the result in the
output token.
exec neg:
This function finds the negative of the input token value and puts it in the output
token.
- exec and:
This function executes a logical AND operation.
-- exec or:
This function executes a logical OR operation.
-- exec not:
This function executes a logical NOT operation.
exec greater:
This function checks the magnitudes of two input token values. If the left token value
is greater than the right input token value, this function generates an output token
with token value TRUE, otherwise with FALSE.
exec less:
This function checks the magnitudes of two input token values. If the left input token
value is less than the right input token value, this function generates an output token
with token value TRUE, otherwise with FALSE.
-- exec gequal:
This function checks the magnitudes of two input token values to see the condition
">=" is TRUE or FALSE.
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- exec lequal:
This function checks the magnitudes of two input token values to see the condition
"<="isTRUEorFALSE.
- exec equal:
This function checks the magnitudes of two input token values to see the condition
"
= "isTRUEorFALSE.
- exec nequal:
This function checks the magnitudes of two input token values to see the condition
"! = " is TRUE or FALSE.
6.5.11 Gdf_11.cFile
This file contains 26 functions which perform the operations related to the
execution ofa graph program.
~ exec switch:
This function executes a "switch" operation. One of the two input tokens of the
SWITCH operator that is put onto the output port depends on the boolean input.
~ exec distribute:
This function executes a "distribute" operation. The input token is put onto one of the
two output ports, and depend on the boolean input.
-- exec input:
This function executes an "input" operation, requests the user to input an integer
number, or character, or boolean value, or real number.
exec output:
This function executes an "output" operation, and opens a window to display the value
passed on the input token of a OUTPUT operator.
-- exec const:
This function executes a
"constant"
operation, and generates a constant as specified.
exe absorbent:
This function executes an
"absorb"
operation, it takes input tokens, and releases and
frees theirmemory.
- exec start:
This function executes the
"start"
operation, and generates a dummy token and fires
it.
exec stop:
This function executes a
"stop"
operation, and terminates a program.
- exec begin:
This function executes a
"begin"
operation. Proper parameters are passed from the
calling function.
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- exec end:
The functions executes an "end" operation. A sub-function is terminated and the top
of function stack is popped.
- exec call:
This function executes a function call operation.
- exec gate:
This function executes a %'gate" operation. The input token is passed to each of the
output ports.
- fire:
This function performs the action for firing a token. It finds out where the token is
going to be (finds the input port of another node), sets token exists flag, and makes
the pointer field point to the specific token.
- release token:
This function releases the memory used by the input token, and is called after an
operator node fires the output token.
- copy function:
This function duplicates the whole data structure of an existing graph of a function
when function calls are employed.
- copy token:
This function copies the contents of one token to another token, and duplicates the
token.
- check type:
This function checks the types of two tokens and returns proper indicator.
- divide by zero :
This function returns TRUE if the divisor is zero.
- search function:
This function returns a function head pointer if the specified function does exist,
otherwise returnsNULL.
- search begin:
This function searches an op node linked list of a function graph, and returns a
pointer which points to BEGIN node if it finds it, otherwise returns NULL.
- copy nodes:
This function copies the nodes information from an original function graph to a
duplicated function.
- copy segments:
Thisfunction copies the line segments information from an original function graph to
a duplicated function.
- copy arcs:
This function copies the arc information contained in an original node to a new
duplicated node.
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search call:
This function searches the CALL node from the last calling function linked list.
dsply erase token value:
This function displays the token value on the node's input port and output port by the
DSTXOR operation. If the value is displayed twice then it will disappear as if it had
been erased.
dsply location:
This function finds out the exact location for displaying the token value. The location
is determined at the one quarter to the desired end on the arc.
6.6 File Contents Summary and Statistics
The System programs are composed of 199 functions. These functions are grouped in
12 files. The files contents are summarized in this section.
Main.c
main ( )
Gdf_l.c
new window ( )
rd pixel ( )
toggle cell ( )
wrastop ( )
read locator ( )
terminate ( )
Gdf 2.c
welcome message ( )
maps set up ( )
get char map ( )
write string ( )
confirm ( )
Gdf 3.c
eclit op icons ( )
show op options ( )
load font ( )
save op icon ( )
Gdf_4.c
main selection ( )
make form ( )
make menu ( )
functable ( )
quit message ( )
form const ( )
dsply output ( )
select window ( )
wr pixel ( )
fill ( )
clear ( )
put message ( )
alloc window maps ( )
draw frames ( )
make string ( )
locate char ( )
locate map ( )
video reverse ( )
edit char fonts ( )
show char options ( )
save font ( )
introduction ( )
help menu ( )
ask pgm_name ( )
end new session ( )
form call ( )
form output ( )
error message ( )
new map ( )
toggle pixel ( )
rfresh ( )
enable mouse ( )
erase message ( )
alloc icon maps ( )
make frame ( )
show message ( )
select char ( )
select op ( )
set grid ( )
unload map info ( )
load op icon ( )
form retrieve ( )
intro menu ( )
switch pages ( )
form_save ( )
form input ( )
rqst input value ( )
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Gdf 5.c
eHit graph ( )
command ( )
in menupanel ( )
show menu ( )
Gdf_6.c
action ( )
act move ( )
stop connect ( )
act new ( )
act save ( )
in command ( )
highlight ()
quit edit ( )
change plate no ( )
act copy locate ( )
act delete ( )
act property ( )
act functions ( )
act retrieve ( )
Gdf 7.c
a"3H node ( ) delete_node ( )
cut connections ( ) move connections ( )
delete line segment ( ) search line segment ( )
rdraw ( ) line exist ( )
setup node ( ) setup connection ( )
free program ( ) free function ( )
free segments ( ) free arc ( )
count node ( ) count segment ( )
Gdf_8.c
num input ( )
drawline ( )
getfileO
find related port ( )
del from gate ( )
Gdf 9.c
dsply node ( )
erase name ( )
letter ( )
check delay ( )
check nconnection ( )
exec node ( )
fireable ( )
enq node ( )
free leftover ( )
read control ( )
Gdf_10.c
exec add ( )
exec div ( )
exec sqrt ( )
exec or ( )
exec less ( )
exec equal ( )
num output ( )
draw arrow ( )
in out available
clear segment ( )
clr gate port ( )
dsply name ( )
to uppercase ( )
digits ( )
speeding ( )
exec program ( )
enqueue fireable_
ready_input ( )
de fireable ( )
queued ( )
current command
exec sub ( )
exec mod ( )
exec neg ( )
exec not ( )
exec gequal ( )
exec nequal ( )
set cur cmd ( )
in scratchpad ( )
choose opicon ( )
act select ( )
act connect ( )
act redraw ( )
act switch pages ( )
act execute ( )
search node ( )
add line_segment ( )
closer ( )
warning ( )
get_port ( )
free op node ( )
count function ( )
has property ( )
connect point ( )
savefile ( )
clear ports ( )
update property ( )
erase node ( )
valid str ( )
check string ( )
check connections ( )
pre exec ( )
node ( ) fetch node ( )
ready output ( )
conn to stop ( )
state change ( )
( ) alloc token ( )
exec
exec
exec
exec
exec
mul()
abs ( )
and ( )
greater ( )
lequal ( )
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Gdf_ll.c
exec switch ( )
exec output ( )
exec start ( )
exec end ( )
fire ( )
copy token ( )
search function ( )
copy segments ( )
dsply erase token
exec distribute ( )
exec const ( )
exec stop ( )
exec call ( )
release token ( )
check types ( )
search begin ( )
copy arcs( )
value ( )
exec input ( )
exe absorbent ( )
exec begin ( )
exec gate ( )
copy function ( )
divide by zero ( )
copy nodes ( )
search call ( )
dsply location ( )
The data listed below is a statistic report about the size of the system programs.
File name # ofLines # ofWords # ofCharacters
gdf_types.h 175 942 6566
gdf const.h 176 892 6703
main.c 77 353 3205
gdf_l.c 505 1804 16394
gdf_2.c 483 1936 15679
gdf_3.c 391 1842 15664
gdf_4.c 1052 3514 31536
gdf_5.c 505 2025 17118
gdf_6.c 875 2914 29665
gdf_7.c 847 2914 28658
gdf_8.c 930 3240 28886
gdf_9.c 1081 3568 33117
gdf_10.c 911 2802 33915
gdf_ll.c 982 3286 33671
gdf help 345 1929 12732
gdf intro 128 733 4979
Total:
16 Files, 199 Functions 9463 34700 318488
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7. Conclusions
A dataflow computer is a special processor for performing highly concurrent
applications. A well-designed language and a user friendly interface for a dataflow
computer can evidently bring the computer performance into full play. The
development of this thesis is based on this essential significance.
This thesis also advocates that interactive graphics can be used to support
concurrent programming effectively. The main contributions of GDF programming
system are summarized as:
1. a novelway ofrepresenting dataflow program graphically,
2. a convenient editing facilities which guarantee syntactically correct dataflow
graphs,
3 . a vivid animation of the data flowingwhich helps in debugging, and
4. an easy detection ofdeadlock during execution ofdataflow program
Shortcomings of the system:
A dataflow graph can contain any number of nodes, but the size of the
scratchpad area is limited. Hence the size of a dataflow graph is restricted.
The operators supported by the GDL do not include LOOP-operators (for-loop,
while-loop, or repeat-loop) and structure ofarray types.
Suggestions for future investigation and improvements:
1. Get rid of the limitation of the size of the graph, make the scratchpad area
extensible. This problem involves the manipulations of the bitmaps of the
screen and the structure of the objects scrolling on the screen.
2. Eliminate the extra work in firing useless tokens. Imposing some kind of
backtracking principle on the firing rule mightmay solve this problem.
3. Expand the instruction set ofGDL. The current implementation only support
basic operators. Expand the instruction set to include Loop operators, arrays,
structures, and lists. The designermust consider the internal representations
ofthe data for each of these operation.
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4. Allow users to include existing program graphs. Thiswould createmodularity
and reduce overhead of repeatedly editing the same graph.
5. Generate other high level programming language codes. Interactive graphics
can be used to design graphical front end for existing textual dataflow
languages.
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AppendixA- GDF Programming System
User's Manual
This manual helps the user to step into the world of the Graphical Dataflow
Language. It describes the fundamental of dataflow programs, gives a complete and
simple step by step example to guide the user in learning and using the system. It
also supplies complete information about the graphical editor, which includes the
usage of system commands and various ofmessages. The users can find plenty of of
practical tips and advice to help him/her get the most out of the graphical dataflow
programming system. Even a novice to graphical programming or dataflow
language can become a skillful graphical programmer if he/she can go through the
manual very carefully. The knowledge about how the system was implemented is
not required.
GDF Programming System - User's Manual
Graphical Dataflow Programming System
User's Manual
Welcome
To
GDF Programming Environment
by Jyun-Jier Roland Jehng
Advisors:
ProfessorAlan R. Kaminsky
Dr. Donald L. Kreher
Rochester Institute ofTechnology, New York
Computer Science Graduate Department
July, 1988
1 . About theManual
2. Preliminaries
3. Dataflow Language and Program Fundamental
4. What is the Graphical Editor
5. Step-by-step Example
6. Graphical Editor Commands
7. ErrorMessages andWarning
8. Special Notes...
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1. About theManual
mi _
... LiA O nanual can help you to step into the world of the Graphical Dataflow
Language. It describes the fundamental ofdataflow languages and programs, gives
a complete and simple step-by-step example to guide you in learning and using the
graphical programming system. It also supplies complete information about the
graphical editor, which includes the usage ofcommands and various of the messages.
You can find plenty of practical tips and advice to help you get most out of the
graphical programming system. You do not need to have the knowledge about how
the system was implemented. Even you are a novice, you might become a skillful
graphical programmer ifyou can go through thismanual very carefully.
Features of theManual
Section 1 -- About themanual ...
Section 2 -- Preliminaries
Describes the basic requirements for running the graphical
programming system and how to get start.
Section 3 -- Dataflow Languages and Programs Fundamental
Gives the basic knowledge about dataflow languages and dataflow
programs.
Section 4 - What is the Graphical Editor
Introduces the graphical editor and a sightseeing tour over the
system.
Section 5 - Step-by-step Example
Presents a simple example to guide you in learning the system.
Section 6 -- Graphical Editor Commands
Summarizes and provides complete information for the graphical
editor commands.
Section 7 - ErrorMessages andWarning
Supplies the explanations of the error messages and warning that
youmight encounter during the use of the system.
Section 8 - Special Notes
States something thatworth for reminding.
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2. Preliminaries
First of all, youmust have the Graphical Programming System system floppy disk, a
disk contains the system executable program, two help text files, a font file, an
operator icon file, and several example programs. The names of these files are:
GDFI3 r rw-i/- amrrwnrt
cSystem
O"
'O
The names of the files in the system disk
are:
run - system executable file
font - font file
opicon - operator icon file
gdf help- help text file
gdf intro- introduction text file
ex example programs
Secondly, find out the computer you can use. Itmust be an AT&TUnix PC with a
hard disk drive, one floppy disk drive, a keyboard, and a mouse. The monitor is 720
by 348 pixels resolution. The Unix Operating System is Version 3.50 or newer
version.
1
AT&T Unix PC
'
gaff&aa&&#i3^
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Then, login your account, mount the floppy disk, and copy all the files contained in
the system floppy disk to hard disk. You are suggested to make a sub directory
under your home directory, so that you canmanage all of your dataflow programs in
an independent directory.
mkdir gdf
cd gdf
cp /mnt/* .
List the files in the current directory, you can see
font gdf_intro
gdf_help opicon
run
example
exl ex3
ex2 ex4
Now, you can type
run
and hit <RETURN> to start enjoying your graphical programming. It's better to
have a copy of this manual in your hand when you want to use the system. The
manualmight assist you in using the system.
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3. Dataflow Languages and Programs Fundamental
tj*
n have airea(iy had the knowledge about what dataflow language is and how to
program a graphical dataflow program graph, you can skip this section. If not, you
are recommended to take a few minutes to read this section. In this section, the
graphical dataflow language (GDL) is also introduced.
Dataflow languages are computer languages that supports the notion ofdata flowing
from one operation to another. The flow concept gives the dataflow languages the
advantages of representing the programs in directed graphs. Each node in the graph
stands for an instruction, an operation, or a function; and each arc between two
nodes is themedium where data flows. The arrow of an arc is the direction which the
data token flows. On the graph, data are treated as tokens. Tokens may carry the
values and the types of the data. The execution of instructions of a dataflow program
is not controlled by the sequence of the instructions, instead, is controlled by the data
availability of the operations in the program. When a node's input data are
available, the node is said to be executed or fireable. The output of an instruction
depends on the input data and the operation that the instruction performs.
Theoretically, several nodes can be executed concurrently if these nodes are fireable
at the same time.
For a computer with parallel processing architecture, the way of the execution of
dataflowT can improve the speed of operations, and explore the performance of the
computer. Up to date, dataflow languages have not had a generally recognized
fU^;*t. At the previous study of dataflow languages, a dataflow program is first
drawn in the form of a graph. Each node of the graph is assigned a number by the
A..&,f,.i./iier. Then, the programmer translates the graph into a textual form which
is a statement-by-statement program. The translation must follow a set of rule
stipulated by the simulator or particular application. This kind of statement
representation somewhat loses the nature of expressing the idea of dataflow in its
program. On the other hand, to debug such a concurrently executed dataflow
program is very difficult.
A dataflow program has some important properties: 1) Free from side-effect This
property can ensure that data dependencies are the same as the sequencing
constraints. 2) Locality ofeffect. Instructions do not have unnecessary far reaching
data dependencies. 3) Equivalence of instruction scheduling constraints with data
dependencies. All the information needed in executing a program is contained in its
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dataflow graph. 4) Single assignment convention. A variable may appear on the left
side if an assignment only once within the area of the program where it is active. It a
dataflow program is expressed in its graphical form, these properties can be seen
very easily.
The Graphical Dataflow Language (GDL) is defined based on the advantages
described on the above. It provides 29 basic operators for users to construct dataflow
programs. The operators are icons (see fugure 1). The operation performed by the
figure 1
operator is expressed by the shape and symbol of the icon intuitively. A program
written in GDL only has graphical representations. You do not need to convert the
graphs into any other forms of statements manually. The program graphs can be
executed by the simulator directly. You can also take the advantages of the
simulation control options which offered by the simulator to monitor the progresses
of the execution ofyour dataflow program. The single-step simulation control option
makes the debugging of a dataflow program much more easier than that of a
traditional textual dataflow program.
In the next three section, you will be taught how to use the GDF system to construct
and execute a graphical dataflow program.
GDF Programming System - User's Manual
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4. What is the Graphical Editor
The graphical editor is an editor which provides functions for users to edit programs.
Unlike the "vi" editor in the UNIXtm system and the "eve" editor in the VAXtm
system, the graphical editor in the GDF system is used to draw dataflow program
graphs instead ofwriting textual programs.
There are two major purposes that the graphical editor is supplied. First, you can
construct your graphical dataflow programs by making use of the functions
supported by the graphical editor. Second, you can run your dataflow program in the
environment furnished by the graphical editor.
What does the graphical editor look like? The picture shown in figure 5 is the basic
layout. The screen is divided into three parts: the scratchpad area, the operator
menu panel, and the systemmessage board. The scratchpad area is the space where
you can draw your dataflow programs. The twenty-nine operators provided by the
system are displayed in the operator menu panel. Seven operators are shown in one
plate on the operatormenu panel. You can click the bottom-most icon which stands
for "more" to see different operators. The system message board is used by the
system for displaying hints or warningmessages during the progresses in editing or
executing dataflow programs.
The function provided by the graphical editor to assist you in editing dataflow
program graphs are: copy locate, select, move, delete, connect, property, redraw, new,
functions, switch pages, save, retrieve, and help. On the upper-left corner of the
scratchpad area is a small dotted box which is called the command-request-box.
Every time you press down <B1> on the command-request-box, a pull down menu
will show up. This pull down menu contains all the commands available in the
system. You can keep pressing the button and moving the mouse cursor up and
down inside of the menu, which causes the pointed command to be highlighted. You
can release <B1 > when the desired command is highlighted. The chosen command
will be the current chosen command, and is recorded on the system message
board. The complete explanations of the command will be discussed in section 6 of
thismanual.
Ifyou have a program currently existing in the graphical editor, you can choose the
command
"execute" to run the graphical dataflow program. When the command is
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chosen, the main graph of the program will be displayed on the screen, and the
connections of the graphs contained in the current edited program will be checked
first if the current program has not been executed since the lastmodification. Seven
simulation control options will be displayed on the left-hand side of the scratchpad
area after the connection checking is done and no connection errors were found.
During the execution of the program, the fireable nodes are highlighted and the
firing node is flashing. The seven simulation control options are speeding up the
simulation speed, pausing the simulation, single-stepping the simulation,
continuing or resuming the simulation, invoking a fast simulation, giving up the
simulation, and speeding down the simulation speed. Please refer section 6 for
details about the control options.
In addition to the method of clicking command-request-box, the system provides
another method for you to choose a command. The central mouse button <B2> is
called CMD button. When you click <B2>, you can see the message on the system
board shown as:
<B1> set command <B2> forward <B3> backward.
<B 1 > , <B2> , and <B3 > represent the left-mostmouse button, the central mouse
button, and the right-most mouse button respectively. Now, ifyou click <B1 > , the
name of the command which displayed on the current command linewill be set to the
current chosen command. If you click <B2> or <B3>, you can see the name
displayed on the current command line is changed. Keep clicking <B2> or <B3>
until you find the command you want, then click <B1>. The names of commands
are displayed in a certain order which is the same as the order shown on the pull
down menu mentioned before. The forward order is: copyjocate, select, move, delete,
connect, property, redraw, new, functions, switch_pages, save, retrieve, execute, help,
pnH avit. This command choosing method is especially helpful when you want to
make minor changes on an existing graph. It is very easy to use this method in
choosing "move", "delete", and
"select"
commands.
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5. Step-by-step Example
In this section, you will be given a simple dataflow program example which is a
program that reads three integer inputs from the keyboard, calculates the
multiplication of the first input integer and the sum of the second and third input
integers, and displays the result. If this is the first time you use this system, please
follow the instructions, take action as told in this example, and compare your screen
display with the figures shown in the next few pages. Going over this example
carefully will help you a lot in your further utilizing the system. In the following
demonstration, when the "click mouse"term is used, it means clicking <B1> if
there is not any special comments.
As mentioned in section 2, you can type "run", to start running the GDF
programming system. The first screen you can see should look like figure 2.
setup window and allocate memory For bitaapc
load system icons, please Malt .....
setup bitaaps, please wait a Few seconds pore
figure 2
After the preparation work is done, a welcome message screen is displayed (see
figure 3).
Ifyou want to read a few paragraphs of the system introductions, click mouse on the
"YES"
window on the upper-right corner on the screen. A new window will be
opened and used to display a brief introduction of the GDF programming system.
You can click the UP and DOWN arrows to scroll the screen back and forth, or click
the CLOSE symbol or any position except the arrows to finish reading the
introduction. The next screen should be the same as figure 4.
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,
^ ]
WELCOME
TO
GDF PROGRAMMING ENVIRONMENT
Introduction ? (Yes/Ho)
figure 3
FJ Graphical Data FJLom Prbgraimlng Sy
nOF S^stfta funrtlont
Edit; op Execute Data Flou Pronrans
Edit Uperator icons
Edit Character Fonts
Exit the Graphical Progruaing Systea
^lease pick an Itea froa the aain ionu
figure 4
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Amain function menu is displayed. Moving the cursor inside the menu window can
rpu<u> one of the options to be highlighted. Clicking mouse on the first option, you
are able to enter the graphical editor to start editing or executing dataflow programs
(See figure 5).
Q
3 lease select Coaaand-Hew or Cobaand-Retrive
Current Coaaand:
figure 5
In figure 6, you can click mouse on the command-request-box, keep pressing the
"ftdPY - LOCATE
SELECT
MDVE
DELETE
COHECT
PEOPEgTY
REDRiaw
MEW
functions
switch-pooes
&aVE
EXECUTE
UELP
OUIT
Current Coaaand:
figure 6
mouse button and move the mouse cursor up and down inside the menu. Highlight
the
^retrieve"
command and release the button. A new window is shown on the
screen, waiting for you to give the name of the file you want to retrieve (see figure 7).
Type in the program file name "ex4", then click the
"OK" block. The program graphs
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Enter the program graph file naae.
figure 7
of
"ex4"
are retrieved and the main function graph is displayed on the screen (see
figure 8).
Q
FIBONACCI
^3
Current Edited Graph: EX4
Current Coaaand: SELECT
figure 8
Click the command-request-box and choose the
"switch_pages"
command (see figure
9). The names of the graphs contained in the
fex4"
program are displayed in a new
window (see figure 10). Move the mouse cursor to highlight the second one of the
graph names. Click the mouse, then you can see the graph of the function
"fibbonacci" is shown on the screen to replace the original displayed graph in figure
11. By the way, you can see the system message board is recording the name of
graph and the name of the command you chose or selected.
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Y-LOCATE
SELECT
MOVE
DELETE
CCrWECT
PROPERTY
REDRAW
NEW
fumttione
^niFJs^^m
SAVE
RETRIEVE
EXECUTE
ELP
OUIT
FIBO^tfCCI
Current Edited Graph: EX4
Current Coaaand: SELECT
figure 9
m
pick one graph
'
s n&ee f*roa the listFTi
figure 10
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Current Edited Graph: FIBONACCI
Current Coaaand: COPY_LOCATE
left-button to Forward .Right -button to Reverse
figure 11
Click the command-request-box and choose the "execute" command (see figure 12),
L^JOPY . LOCATE
SELECT
MOVE
DELETE
CONNECT
PROPERTY
REDRAW
MEW
FT^'CTiaNS
8W ITCH -PACES
SAVE
RETRIEVE
_
LL
HELP
QUIT
Current Edited Graph: FIBONACCI
Current Coaaand: C0PY_LOCATE
Left-button to Forward,Right-button to Reverse
figure 12
r?n car, notice that the screen resumes the main function graph of
"ex4"
program,
seven simulation control options are displayed on the left-hand side of the screen,
and a node starts flashing.
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Itmeans the dataflow program is being executed. When the CALL node comes to be
executed (in figure 13), the graph which the CALL node calls is refreshed on the
FIBONACCI
^rograa is being executed I
Current executed graph of function: EX4
Current Coaaand: EXECUTE
^3
figure 13
screen and the execution continues (in figure 14). At the end of the execution of the
or
Current executed nr
Current Coaaand : EX
being executed 1
aph of function: FIBONACCI
ECUTE
figure 14
"fibbonacci" function, a data token is returned back to the main graph. At this time,
main graph is displayed again, and the successive node of the CALL node, which is
an OUTPUT node is then executed. A new window is opened to display the result
which was returned from the previous CALL function. To close the window (in
figure 15), you can hit <CR> key or click themouse in any position in the screen.
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er
FIBONACCI
Press <Enter > or <Bi> to continue.
figure 15
Now, we want to leave the current editing session to start another one. Click the
command-request-box and choose the
"quit"
command, like figure 16.
LOCATE
HOVE
DELETE
CONNECT
PROPERTY
pppp/Si-l
MEM
FUNCTIONS
S-l I TCE - PAOES
SAVE
RETRIEVE
EXECUTE
HELP
FIBONACCI
Current Edited Graph: EX4
Current Coaaand: SELECT
figure 16
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A message displayed in an attention window is reminding you that there is a
n-nPTPm residing in the graphical editor (see figure 17), you can either cancel the
Jresi \ Enter/ to continue, <Cancel> to rti
^
figure 17
^quit*'
command by clicking the "cancel" symbol which is the cross symbol at the
bottom left corner of the message window, or carrying out the command by clicking
any other position again. Take the later action. At this time, a different attention
window is shown (in figure 18) to make sure that you really want to leave the
m
5ress < Enter!> to continue, <Cancel > to stop.
^3
figure 18
graphical editor. Click the
"cancel"
symbol to cancel the
"quit"
command. So that
you will stay in the graphical editor.
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From now on, you are going to start a new program and use the editing commands.
Click the command-request-box to choose the "new" command, a new window will be
opened and waiting for you a name for the new program. Give "example" as the
program name. This name will also be used as the name of the main graph of the
program (see figure 19, 20, and 21). The screen is cleared like figure 22, and the
JcQPY- LOCATE
SELECT
MOVE
CONNECT
PROPERTY
REDRAW
FUNCTIONS
SW I TCB . PASES
SAVE
RETRIEVE
EXECUTE
HFl *>
QUIT
^3
Current Coaaand
figure 19
^lease give a nue for the new prograa graph
figure 20
name of the graph is recorded in the system message board, also the default current
command is set to the "copyjocate".
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*lease give a n&ie for the new prograa grapnT
figure 21
Current Edited Graph: EXAMPLE
Current Coaaand: COPY_LOCATE
Left-button to Forward,Right-button to Reverse
figure 22
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Try to click the mouse on the bottom-most icon which is a hand-shape symbol and
stands for "more operators". Check figure 23, 24, and 25. From the different icon
m
Current Edited Graph: EXAMPLE
Current Coaaand: COPV_LOCATE
Left-button to forward , Right-but ton to Reverse
figure 23
I
u-
fxuF
|anpd
m
Current Edited Graph: EXAMPLE
Current Coaaand: COPY_LOCATE
Left-button to Forward,Right-button to Reverse
figure 24
iujjj
K3
EHI> |
^
menu plate, you can see seven different operators are displayed. If you try to press
the <B1> or <B3> several times, you can see the different order of the plates are
changed. The operator icon plates are arranged in a certain order. Use those two
mouse buttons alternatively at your own convenience. Keep clicking the mouse on
"more" icon until you find the first operator on themenu is CONST operator.
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Current Edited Graph: EXAMPLE
Current Coaaand: COPY_LOCATE
Left-button to Forward ,Right-button to Reverse
figure 25
Click the mouse cursor on the operator menu panel, you will find that the selected
operator is highlighted. The shape of the mouse cursor is changed to a
"carrying"
icon, and the name of the selected operator is shown in the first line on the system
message board. Now, select the START operator, move the cursor whose current
shape is a "carrying" icon into the area of scratchpad where you want to locate the
START node. Click the mouse on that location, you can locate the node and see the
mouse cursor is changed back to the original shape (see figure 26 and 27).
START RUM operator i eeJected
Current Edited Graph: EXAMPLE
Current Coaaand: COPY_LOCATE
Left-button to Forward .Right-buttonto Reverse
figure 26
|fe"i
*F
EMP |
m
Next step, you have to select INPUT operator three times
from the menu panel.
Whenever after you locates an INPUT node, the system will open a temporary
window, and ask for the type of the input token and
the input prompt string you like.
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<g5>
^
ifffi
Current Edited Graph: EXAMPLE
Current Coaaand: COPY.LOCATE
Left-button to Forward. Right-button to Reverse
figure 27
The prompt string is used when the program is executed and the INPUT node is
firing. You can create any string you like to give you a cue when the program is
asking for an input object. You have three ways to tell the types. You can key in the
type directly, like "integer" or "character", or you can click <B2> to ask the system
to display the possible choices then click the one you want, or you can click <B3> on
the highlighting field several times until the choice that you want is displayed in the
field. See figure 28, the type of the input token has been set to "integer". In addition
figure 28
to the INPUT operator, when you select CONST operator, OUTPUT operator, or
CALL operator, youwill be questioning similarly.
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Follow the demonstrations in figure 29 and 30 to copy all the necessary operators to
3"
4
^
4-
fnfcr] (\
^
OUTPUT operator is selected
Current Edited Graph: EXAMPLE
Current Coaaand: COPV_LOCATE
Left-button to Forward ,Rlght-l>utton to Reverse
figure 29
figure 30
tiic scratchpad. Click the command-request-box to choose the
"connect"
command,
(see figure 31).
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Se^ LOCATE
SELECT
MOVE
DELETE
I l^afi
PROPERTY
EEDRM-l
MEW
FUNCTIONS
SWITCH- PfiOES
SAVE
RETRIEVE
EXECUTE
HELP
QUIT
<^> ep
Current Edited Graph: CXAHPLE
Current Coaaand: COPY_LOCATE
Left-button to Forward,Right-button to Reverse
lp
1 1
figure 31
you can start to construct necessary arcs between pairs of nodes. Notice that the
current command displayed on the system message board is "connect". Click the
node with the output port first (see figure 32), and then click the node with the input
fjww)
(\
<&>
3"
Current Edited Graph: EXAMPLE
Current Coaaand : CONNECT
figure 32
ra
m
^3
port. The arc between these two nodes is constructed (see figure 33). Use thismethod
to connect all the necessary arcs. A complete graph is shown (see figure 34).
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mr^i
c^> ^
m
C~3
m
^3
Current Edited Graph: EXAMPLE
Current Coaaand: CONNECT
figure 33
E"
flWUT
c^-^
Hi
Current Edited Graph: EXAMPLE
Current Coaaand: CONNECT
figure 34
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In addition to the way by clicking the command-request-box to get a command, you
c*v< ijcp <B2> to choose a command. The way of using CMD button has been
discussed in previous section of this manual. In figure 35 and 36, the current
ST
fpfUT
Current Edited Graph: EXAMPLE
Current Coaaand: PROPERTY
<B1> set coaaand <B2> forward <B3> backward
figure 35
A i
4^-3
^1
m
figure 36
command is set to
"select"
command. Now we want to move the START node to a
pertinent location. Click <B2> and keep clicking <B2> or <B3> until the
current command displayed is "move". Hold down <B1> button and move the
cursor, you can see the cursor is changed to a
"moving" icon with a bright square, see
figure 37. Move the bright square to a pertinent location then release <B1>. The
START node is then moved to the new location, and the connections are also moved.
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<^-^
Current Edited Graph: EXAMPLE
Current Coaaand: HOUE
<B1> eat coaaand <B2> Forward <B3> backward
S
m
figure 37
Use this method to adjust the locations of all the nodes. An adjusted graph is shown
in figure 38.
m
prurj
(o>.;tj
ILLUJ
4^-4-
m
Current Edited Graph: EXAMPLE
Current Coaaand: SELECT
figure 38
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Now it is the time to execute the graph program you just edited. Choose the
"execute"
command, the system will check the connections of the graph (see figure
39). After the checking is done, the graph is executed (see figure 40). The simulation
Checking the Connections
Current checked graph of function:
Current Coaaand: EXECUTE
EXAMPLE
== wortrtnq
figure 39
(U0VT
Vojrf it being executed I
Current executed graph of function: EXAMPLE
Current Coaaand: EXECUTE
figure 40
control options are displayed on the left-hand side of the screen.
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In figure 41, 42, and 43, the simulator is asking for the input values and using the
Enter the value with the specified type.
figure 41
Enter the value Mith the epecified type
figure 42
prompt strings as the prompts. In figure 44, a result is displayed in an output
window.
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figure 43
3
^rett <Enter> or <B1> to contini
figure 44
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Maybe you have found that nothing except the answer is shown in the window. In
order to make the output more meaningful, you can use the
"property"
command to
change the prompt string for the OUTPUT node. Select the OUTPUT node then
choose the "property" command (see figure 45). In figure 46, you can see that a
fifcPY- LOCATE
SELECT
hOVE
DELETE
CGWMECT
REDRAW
MEW
FUNCTION
SWITCH. PAGES
SAVE
RETRIEVE
EXECUTE
QUIT
Current Edited Graph: EXAMPLE
Current Coaaand: SELECT
figure 45
^3
Prepare your own proapt for the output
figure 46
window is opened and asks for the output prompt string.
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Give a prompt string and choose the
"execute"
command to run the program again,
voii x<ni] f}r>& $)ye {jnai output result has the prompt you just gave (see figure 47 and
48).
Prepare your own proapt for the output
figure 47
^e
w
>re* <Enter> or <B1> to continue
figure 48
Some commands that we have not tried. Choose the
"functions"
command, in figure
49 you can see a new window is opened and displayed with three options. You can
use the
"functions"
command to add a new graph, delete an existing graph, or
rename an existing graph.
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COTY - LOCATE
hOVE
CONNECT
PEOPEETY
rEDftAW
NEW
SWITCH. PAGES
SAVE
RCTTSIEVE
EXECUTE
KELP
QUIT
^w^O
Current checked graph of function: EXAMPLE
Current Coaaand: SELECT
figure 49
Go through figure 50 and 51. The screen is cleared for the new graph. The current
a
rjjjprfc on Function Graph
F^r,M,UCall,U.U.Ill
Delete existing function
Renaae function
Please pick one itee fro* the list.
figure 50
edited graph name and the current default command are shown on the system
message board (see figure 52). Choose the
"functions"
command and select the
"rename"
option, a window displayed with all the names of the graphs contained in
the current program is shown. Click the
"newgraph"
you just added, and give a
"newname".
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figure 51
a
Current Edited Graph: MEMCRAPH
Current Coaaand: CQPY_LOCATE
Left-button to Forward t Right-button to Reveret
figure 52
Let's try the
"switch_pages"
command. Choose the
"switch_pages"
command pick the
name "example". The graph named as
"example"
will be refreshed on the screen.
Choose the
"functions"
command and pick the "delete"option from the function
options, then pick the "newname". The graph named as
"newname" is deleted from
the program. Choose the
"switch_pages"
command, you can see there is only one
graph contained in the current edited program. Compare what you see on the screen
with the figure 53, 54, 55, 56, and 57.
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Please pick one graph's naae froa the list
figure 53
figure 54
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Tt5py"
rovg
DELETE
CX>#CT
FHOPEKTY
NEW
FTnsCTIONS
SAVE
ItETR I EVE
EXECUTE
OUIT
^3
Currant Edited Graph: HEHNAME
Current Coaaand: COPY_LOCATE
Left-button to Forward .Right-button to Reverse
figure 55
Pj Snitch Editing Page
Exix^infl function aranht:
NEHHAME
^eate pick one graph's naae fros the list.
figure 56
You have tried all the commands provided in the graphical programming system
except the on-line help. The on-line help function supplies brief explanation to all
the operator displayed on themenu panel and all the commands you can get from the
command-request-box except
"quit"
command. Ifyou need to review the help text for
specific operator or command, just select the operator or command then choose
"help"
command. A help text window will be opened with some helpful text, and will be
erased after you finish reading.
Try to choose the
"quit"
command twice to get out of the graphical editor. We can
discover some other functions supported by the system.
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Please pick one itea froa the list.
figure 57
In figure 58, we choose the second option which is to edit operator icons. A 48 by 37
r*lGraphical Data Floii Programming Systea
CDF Systea functions:
Edit or Execute Data Flow Prograas
HJ.U1H.UJ-.W.IJIJ.I.B
Edit Character fonts
Exit the Graphical Progressing Systea
>lease pick Ttea rroa the aain aenu
figure 58
grid is presented on the screen. Pick one operator from the list, you can see the
system loads the bitmap information for the operator you picked and displays it in
large scaled on the grid. Then you can turn ON and OFF for each cell on the grid by
clicking <B1 > on the cell.When you finish themodifications,
click <B3> , the new
bitmap is restored into the opicon file and used for the later work. See figure 59, 60,
and 61 for the above operations.
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ftDt> DSTRBlTr
STJB INPUT
MUL OUTPUT
DIV CONST
MDO ABSORBNT
ABS START. R
SORT STOP . R
NEC SUB -BON
AND SUB END
OS CALL
NOT ATE
OREOTEE MORE
LESS
0.EQUAL
L. EQUAL
EQUAL
N.EQUAL
SWITCH
3
-
__u
: -
_
Please select the operator you want by pressing <&utton 1>
Press (Button 3> to quit the editing
figure 59
|
i
t
t
ODD DSTRBUT
SUB INPUT
MUL OUTPUT
DIV CONST
MOD ABSORBNT
ABS START.R
NEG SUB-BGN
AND SUB.END
OK CALL
NOT BATE
GREATER MORE
LESS
C- EQUAL
L. EQUAL
EQUAL
N.EQUAL
SWITCH
.oading
Operator Hap Information. . . == Mw-tw^ 1
figure 60
Choose the third option from the main function list, which is to edit character fonts.
Sfnilir to the way of editing operator icons, you can pick the character you want to
modify from the character list, then click <Bl > to turn ON and OFF on the cells in
the 8 by 8 grid. Click <B3 > at the end, then the modification is restored to the font
file for later use. See figure 62, 63, 64, and 65.
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*ress ^Button 1> to turn the cell on or off
Press <Button 3> to quit the editing.
ADD UfcikHUl
lUB INPUT
MUL OUTPUT
DIV CONST
MOD ABWIEflNT
ABS START- R
| STOP-R
NEC SUB-BO^
AND SUB -END
OS CALL
NOT BATE
CREATES MORE
LESS
O* EQUAL
L- EQUAL
EQUAL
N.EQUAL
switch
figure 61
frl Graphical Data Flon Programming Systcu
Edit or Execute Data Flow Prograas
Edit Operator Icons
Exit the Graphlcal Prograaaing Systes
>lease pick an itea froa the aa!in aenu
figure 62
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|ABCDEPCBXJKLMNOPQSSTUVWXYZ. 0323456768- I
Please select the character you want by pressing <Button 1>
Press (Button 3> to quit the editing
figure 63
figure 64
Note: The restoration of operator icons and character fonts is not allowed in the
current release. Because improper modifications may cause the system running
weird or making confusion. A user must understand how the system was
implemented before he starts to modify the bitmap informations.
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5ress (Button 1> to turn the cell on or off
Press (Button 3> to quit the editing.
figure 65
Choose the forth option from the main function list to exit the graphical
programming system.
You have already had the experience in using the graphical programming system.
For the later work, you should practice how to draw dataflow graphs to carry out
what you need. It is not easy, but it is themain idea for using such a tool.
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6. GraphicalEditor Commands
In this section, a more detail description about the system commands is provided.
The commands include copyjocate, select, move, delete, connect, property, redraw,
new, functions, switch_pages, save, retrieve, execute, help, and quit.
copy locate
When this command is issued, the user can copy one of the operators which are
shown on the current menu panel, and locate it on the scratchpad. The menu
panel template can be changed if the user points the mouse cursor to the "more"
icon and clicks <B1> or <B3>. Clicking <B1> causes the next template to be
displayed; and clicking <B3> causes the previous template to be displayed
again.When an operator is selected, the mouse cursor is changed to a
"carrying"
icon, and the name of the operator is printed on the system message board. The
"copy locate" command is the default command when an existing graph is
retrieved or the current edited graph is changed.
select
If the current command is "select", the user can point the mouse cursor to any
node or any arc in the scratchpad area and click <B1 > to highlight the selected
node or arc. This command is the default command formost of the editing session
and it must be chosen before the user can choose "move", "delete", or "property"
command.
move
Tilt "move" command enables the user to move any of the operators in the
scratchpad. The operator must be selected before it can be moved. When the
"move"
command effects, the cursor's shape is changed to a
"moving" icon with a
bright highlighted square. Select a new place and click mouse to locate the moved
operator. All the arcs which have been connected to the operator will be erased
and redrawn according to the new location of the operator. The chosen command
will be set to "select" after the move operation is completed.
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delete
A user can use the "delete" command to delete any of the nodes or arcs in the
scratchpad. The node or the arc which is to be deleted must have been selected
and highlighted in advanced. If a node is deleted, all the arcs which have been
connected to it will be erased automatically. The deleted object can not be
recovered. The current chosen command will be set to "select" after the deletion is
completed.
connect
The "connect" command enables the user to construct the arcs of a dataflow
graph. After the "connect" command is selected, a user can connect as many arcs
as he wants; each arc is formed by connecting an output port of a node to an input
port of a node. The node with the output port should be selected first, then the
node with the input port can be selected.
property
This command is useful in checking or changing the property for INPUT node,
OUTPUT node, CONST node, and CALL node. The property of an INPUT node is
the type of the token that the INPUT node will generate and the prompt string
that will be used when the INPUT node is executed. The property of an OUTPUT
node is the prompt string that will be used when the OUTPUT node is executed.
The property of a CONST node is the type and value of the token that will be
generated when the CONST node is executed. The property of the CALL node is
the name of the function graph which is to be called when the CALL node is
executed. One of the INPUT, OUTPUT, CONST, and CALL nodes should be
selected before the "property" command is invoked. Nothing will happen if the
user tries to apply this command to the other operators, the current chosen
commandwill be set to
"select"
after the property command is completed.
redraw
This command is used to redraw the screen. The reason for providing this
command is because that improper mouse operations might cause some garbage
or unexpected objects left on the screen.When the
"redraw"
command is invoked,
the screen is cleared to blank, then the actual nodes and arcs information
contained in the current edited graph are refreshed on the screen, the user can
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use this command to make sure howmany nodes and arcs have been constructed
in the current graph exactly.
new
This command can be used when the user wants to start to draw a new dataflow
program. The user will be prompted to enter a name for the new program. This
name is also used as the name of the main function graph name. A program can
have several sub-functions or subroutines which will be called by main function
or other subroutines.
This command is used when a program is currently edited. It allows the user to
add new function graph into the current edited program, so the user can draw as
many new function graphs as he wants. The system will request the user to give a
name to the new graph, and will clear the screen, and set the current chosen
command to "copyjocate". The "functions" command also allows a user to delete
an existing function graph from the program, or rename an existing function
graph of the program.
switchpages
If the current edited program contains more than one function graph, this
command allows the user to switch the current edited graph among all the
graphs. When the "switch_pages" command is invoked, the system will open a
temporary window, displaying the names of all the graphs contained in the
current edited program, and waiting for the user to pick one of them by clicking
the mouse on the name. If the command is canceled, current edited graph will
remain the original one. If a new function graph name is selected, the current
edited graph on the screen will be replaced by the new graph.
This command enables a user to save a program whichmay consist ofany number
of function graphs. The user can save the program after editing it, or before
leaving the GDF programming system, or any time he wants to save the
program. The name of themain graph is used as the default name of the program.
The user can use the default name or create a new name for the program. The
user also has the options to choose either quitting the current session or resuming
after the
"save"
operation is completed.
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retrieve
The "retrieve" command allows the user to retrieve a GDF language program
form the current directory. The main graph of the program is then displayed on
the screen. If the user wants to retrieve an non-existing program, proper error
message will be given.
execute
This command can be issued when the user wants to execute the current edited
program. If the program is a new edited one, or an old one but has not been
executed since last modification, the dataflow simulator will check the arc
connections for all the graphs before the program is executed. Seven execution
simulation options are provided.
help
The "help" command is provided to invoke the on-line help function. A brief
explanation for the previous chosen event will be displayed in a newly created
temporary window. The previous chosen event might be an operator or a
command that the user just selected before the "help" command.
quit
Issuing the
"quit"
command will stop the current editing session. If there is a
program in editing, the system will prompt a confirmation message to the user.
The user may cancel the
"quit"
command, save the program then try quitting
again, or can just quitwithout concerning themodification or saving program.
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7. ErrorMessages andWarning
The system messages provided in the graphical programming system include error
message which will be given when an error is encountered during the execution of a
program, and warning which is given while a program graph is edited. These
messages are listed in this section.
Warning
-- error in display output function
location is not appropriate
- illegal action, use a GATE or try re-connecting
error - first pointmust be an OUTput port
~ must be an INput port, connection fails
function name duplicated, please try another
-- function name duplicated, please try some other names
-- save the current graph before retrieving other graph
-- open failure, or file non-existing
-- program execution terminated
- graph connections are not completed
-- line segment already exists
- error in searching input connecting port
error in searching output connecting port
error in searching port
- input string contains invalid characters
program is aborted as you requested
program is terminated because of an error
- type error in CONST operator
- error in finding token display location
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Errormessages
^.?mory overflow! system will be aborted
- program or function is not ended with STOP orEND
- - maybe the STOP or END is not positioned properly
-- only one START or BEGIN is allowed
- a function graph needs a BEGIN or START node
-- type error in ADD operator
-- type error in SUB operator
~ type error in MUL operator
-- type error in DIV operator
type error in MOD operator
in ABS operator
in NEG operator
in SQRT operator
in AND operator
in OR operator
in NOT operator
- type error in GREATER operator
lj pc error in LESS operator
- type error in G EQUAL operator
type error in L EQUAL operator
- type error in EQUAL operator
- type error in N EQUAL operator
- error in finding a CALL node
- error in function name, or function non-existing
- error in finding the beginning ofa function
- error - divided by zero
type error
- type error
- type error
- type error
- type error
- type error
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8. Special Notes ...
At the end of this manual, several things which are worth for reminding. Remember
to save your program graphs after you have made changes on any of your graphs.
The changes will be discarded without performing the
"save"
operation. Make sure
to copy your dataflow programs back to floppy disk after you leave the graphical
programming system. Any program left in the hard disk drive might be deleted and
cannot get recovery.
The functions of the graphical programming system have been tested for most of the
possible circumstance. Ifyou have any questions, or encounter any strange response
or errors to cause the system to be aborted or core dump, please make a copy of your
program which caused the system error, put down the operation procedures you did,
and prepare a short but detailed descriptions about the problems. Mail or contact the
following persons:
Professor Alan R. Kaminsky, or Professor Donald L. Kreher
Computer Science Graduate Department
Rochester Institute ofTechnology
Rochester, NY 14623
or the author: Roland Jehng
84 Country Corner Lane
Fairport, NY 14450
-THE END --
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